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in Equality
interned in Equality
Now’s KenyaNow’s
office,Kenya
and during
office,this
andtime,
during
shethis
took
time, she took
English classes
English
as well.
classes
Through
as well.
the Through
generosity
theofgenerosity
an
of an
outside donor,
outside
she isdonor,
now inshe
Boston
is now
continuing
in Bostonher
continuing her
English studies.
English studies.

Awareness-raising
Awareness-raising
The case received
The case
a great
received
deal of
a great
mediadeal
attention
of media attention
following an following
article by an
Nick
article
Kristof
by in
Nick
TheKristof
New York
in The New York
Times and anTimes
articleand
in The
an article
Washington
in The Post.
Washington Post.
Makeda’s case
Makeda’s
was subsequently
case was subsequently
included in Nick
included in Nick
Kristof’s bookKristof’s
‘Half the
book
Sky’‘Half
andthe
featured
Sky’ and
in several
featured in several
documentaries.
documentaries.
In May 2010InMakeda
May 2010
wasMakeda
also invited
was also invited
to speak at The
to speak
Eldersatconference
The Eldersinconference
South Africa,
in South Africa,
which resulted
which
in their
resulted
takinginup
their
thetaking
issue up
of child
the issue of child
marriage andmarriage
spearheading
and spearheading
the formationthe
of formation
an
of an
international international
coalition aftercoalition
a two day
after
meeting
a two day
in Addis
meeting in Addis
Ababa.
Ababa.
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Zambia:
Zambia:
Rape, of Rape,
Schoolgirls
of Schoolgirls
by
by
Teacher Teacher

BACKGROUND
BACKGROUND

MARY’SMARY’S
CASE CASE

The “defilement”
The “defilement”
or rape of minors
or rape
is rampant
of minorsinis rampant inEquality NowEquality
has been
Now
actively
has been
supporting
activelyasupporting
case
a case
Zambia. While
Zambia.
there has
While
been
there
no has
comprehensive
been no comprehensive
involving the involving
rape of athe
13-year-old
rape of a girl,
13-year-old
Mary, bygirl,
her Mary, by her
national levelnational
data collection
level data
oncollection
this issue,on
Zambia’s
this issue, Zambia’s
teacher.
teacher.
Fifth NationalFifth
Development
National Development
Plan 2006-2010
Planidentifies
2006-2010 identifies
gender-based
gender-based
violence as “Zambia’s
violence as
most
“Zambia’s
significant
most significant
Our goal in Our
taking
goalthis
in taking
case was
thistocase
ensure
wasthat
to ensure that
the
Zambianthe
legal
Zambian
and educational
legal and educational
systems systems
invisible threat,
invisible
and athreat,
criticaland
problem
a critical
thatproblem
affects many
that affects
many
handle
properly
cases
handle
of rape
cases
in educational
of rape in educational
women and women
children and
in particular.”
children inSchools
particular.”
haveSchools
been haveproperly
been
institutionsinstitutions
and particularly
and particularly
by teachers.by teachers.
identified as identified
sites of frequent
as sitesand
of frequent
mostly unreported
and mostly unreported
sexual abusesexual
with teachers
abuse with
preying
teachers
on vulnerable
preying ongirls
vulnerable girls
7
and exchanging
and higher
exchanging
grades
higher
for sex.
grades
Zambian
for sex.7 Zambian
In February 2006,
In February
Mary was
2006,
raped
Marybywas
Edson
raped
Hakasby Edson HakasNGOs reportNGOs
that sexual
reportabuse
that sexual
in Zambian
abuseschools
in Zambian
is schools
enkeiswhen she
enke
went
when
to his
shehouse
went to
to his
collect
house
hertoschool
collect her school
so prevalent so
thatprevalent
it constitutes
that itaconstitutes
systemic problem
a systemic
for problem
papers
for uponpapers
his request.
upon Mr.
his request.
Hakasenke
Mr.told
Hakasenke
her not told her not
education. Most
education.
abusesMost
by teachers
abuses are
by teachers
not reported
are not reported
to report the to
incident
report as
theshe
incident
wouldasbeshe
thrown
wouldout
beofthrown out of
8
and few teachers
and few
are teachers
penalized.
are
According
penalized.8toAccording
2010
to school
2010 and he
school
wouldand
lose
hehis
would
job. Mary
lose his
didjob.
notMary
reportdid not report
statistics from
statistics
the Police
from
Victim
the Police
Support
Victim
UnitSupport
(VSU) Unit (VSU)
the rape untilthe
several
rape weeks
until several
later following
weeks later
treatment
following treatment
there were 2419
therereported
were 2419
cases
reported
of defilement
cases ofand
defilement
only
and
for aonly
sexuallyfor
transmitted
a sexually infection
transmitted
thatinfection
she hadthat she had
240 convictions.
240 convictions.
contracted as
contracted
a result ofas
thea assault.
result of At
thethat
assault.
time her
At that time her
aunt/guardian
aunt/guardian
filed a complaint
filed with
a complaint
the headmaster.
with the headmaster.
When confronted,
When Mr.
confronted,
Hakasenke
Mr.claimed
Hakasenke
Maryclaimed
was Mary was
Reported cases
Reported
of cases of
his “girlfriend.”
hisThe
“girlfriend.”
headmaster
The headmaster
indicated thisindicated
was not this was not
defilement defilement
the first suchthe
incident
first such
involving
incident
Mr. involving
Hakasenke,
Mr. but
Hakasenke,
he
but he
maintained that
maintained
whateverthat
misconduct
whatever had
misconduct
taken place
had taken place
ConvictionsConvictions in Mary’s case
in had
Mary’s
occurred
case had
outside
occurred
school
outside
hours,school
and hours, and
therefore it was
therefore
a “personal”
it was amatter.
“personal”
He also
matter.
claimed
He also claimed
that the children
that were
the children
warnedwere
to keep
warned
theirto
distance
keep their distance
from teachers,
from
particularly
teachers,those
particularly
of the those
opposite
of the
sexopposite sex
who make advances,
who makebecause
advances,
of the
because
fear ofofHIV/AIDS.
the fear of HIV/AIDS.
The school took
The no
school
action,
took
and
noMary
action,
feltand
compelled
Mary felttocompelled to
change schools.
change schools.

2419
2419
240 240
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Zambia: Rape
of Schoolgirls
Teachers by Teachers
Zambia:
Rape ofby
Schoolgirls

Mary’s aunt Mary’s
went toaunt
the authorities
Mr. Hakasenke
These effortsThese
bore fruit
when,
30when,
June 2008,
went to theand
authorities
and Mr. Hakasenke
efforts
boreon
fruit
on 30 Judge
June 2008, Judge
fled the country
after the
complaint
filed. Onwas filed.
Phillip
of Musonda
the High Court
Zambia
fled soon
the country
soon
after thewas
complaint
OnMusonda
Phillip
of the of
High
Courtdelivered
of Zambia delivered
his return to his
Zambia,
arrested
by the
policeby the police
his judgmenthis
and
awardedand
Mary
total damages
worth
returnhe
to was
Zambia,
he was
arrested
judgment
awarded
Mary total
damages worth
with assistance
from
Mary’s
aunt
who
transported
him
K45,000,000
($14,000).
He
called
the
failure
to
proswith assistance from Mary’s aunt who transported him
K45,000,000 ($14,000). He called the failure to prosand the police
thepolice
policetostation.
However,
theHowever, theecute Mr. Hakasenke
“derelictiona of
duty” considering
andtothe
the police
station.
ecute Mr. aHakasenke
“dereliction
of duty” considering
police released
himreleased
on the basis
that
much
time
the weight ofthe
theweight
evidence.
The
judge noted
that the
police
him on
thetoo
basis
that
too much time
of the
evidence.
The judge
noted that the
had elapsedhad
between
thebetween
incident the
andincident
its reporting.
abuse amounted
“enduringtopsychological
brutaliza- brutalizaelapsed
and its reporting.
abusetoamounted
“enduring psychological
tion.” He referred
case to the Director
of Public
tion.” the
He referred
case to the
Director of Public
In March 2006,
Mary’s2006,
aunt Mary’s
subsequently
consulted a consulted
Prosecution
for possible for
criminal
prosecution
of Mr.
In March
aunt subsequently
a
Prosecution
possible
criminal prosecution
of Mr.
lawyer who took
thewho
case
prothe
bono
and,
assisHakasenke and
called on
thecalled
Ministry
of Education
lawyer
took
case
prowith
bono
and, with assisHakasenke
and
on the
Ministry oftoEducation to
tance from Equality
Now,
instituted
a civil
suit against
issue regulations
wouldwhich
“stemwould
such acts
the acts in the
tance from
Equality
Now,
instituted
a civil suit against
issue which
regulations
“steminsuch
the teacher, the
the teacher,
school, the
Zambian
Ministry
of
future.”
Activists
in
Zambia
have
called
this
a
landmark
the school, the Zambian Ministry of
future.” Activists in Zambia have called this a landmark
Education and
the Attorney
General,
as legal
advisor
to advisor
decision.
this case
reached
the reached
courts, Mary’s
Education
and the
Attorney
General,
as legal
to Since
decision.
Since
this case
the courts, Mary’s
the government.
Few teachers
areteachers
penalized
forpenalized forlawyer has received
several
callsseveral
from other
the government.
Few
are
lawyer has
received
callsgirls
fromand
other girls and
abusing pupils
and so,
through
the through
civil casethe
against
their familiestheir
seeking
helpseeking
for cases
of for
defilement.
abusing
pupils
and so,
civil case against
families
help
cases of Girls
defilement. Girls
the perpetrator,
school
and
the
Ministry
of
Education,
have
also
approached
Mary
quietly
for
advice
on
their
the perpetrator, school and the Ministry of Education,
have also approached Mary quietly for advice on their
we planned we
to bring
attention
to this
pervasive
issue
own situations
ofsituations
incest andofteacher
abuse,
illustrating
planned
to bring
attention
to this
pervasive issue
own
incest and
teacher
abuse, illustrating
and send a strong
message
that
sexual abuse
of abuse ofall too clearlyallthat
government
needs to address
and send
a strong
message
that sexual
toothe
clearly
that the government
needs to address
minors will not
be tolerated.
We
hoped the
would
issue urgently.
minors
will not be
tolerated.
Wecase
hoped
the casethis
would
this issue urgently.
put pressureput
on pressure
the Ministry
of
Education
to
act
on the Ministry of Education to act
promptly against
violations
and
put procedures
place
This
judgment
became
finalbecame
in August
2009
after the
promptly
against
violations
and put in
procedures
in
place
This
judgment
final
in August
2009 after the
to protect students
from
abuse. from
In theabuse.
civil suit,
Mary
Zambian Attorney
General
dropped
hisdropped
appeal followto protect
students
In the
civil suit, Mary
Zambian
Attorney
General
his appeal followclaimed damages
from
Mr. Hakasenke
personal for personal
ing a sustained
campaign bycampaign
Equality by Equality
claimed
damages
from Mr. for
Hakasenke
ing ainternational
sustained international
injury and emotional
distress.
She
also
requested
that
Now.
In
2011,
Mary
finally
received
her
compensation.
injury and emotional distress. She also requested that
Now. In 2011, Mary finally received her compensation.
the school and
Ministry
of Education
held
date, the to
police
arrested
or arrested or
the the
school
and the
Ministry ofbe
Education
be heldHowever, to However,
date,have
the not
police
have not
accountableaccountable
for their negligence
that theand
Ministry
prosecuted Mr.
Hakasenke
apparently
gone has gone
for theirand
negligence
that the Ministry
prosecuted
Mr. who
Hakasenke
whohas
apparently
of Educationofset
guidelines
prevent incidents
of incidents into
he although
continuedhetocontinued
collect histo collect his
Education
settoguidelines
to prevent
of hiding, although
into hiding,
teacher rapeteacher
in the future.
governmentgovernment
salary for over
a year
judgment.
rape in the future.
salary
for after
over the
a year
after the judgment.
In response In
to response
Mary’s case
a groupcase
of Zambian
to Mary’s
a group NGOs
of Zambian NGOs
“To all the“To
people
and
the girls
all the
people
andthat
the blamed
girls that blamed
came
together
to
form
a
coalition
(the
Tisunga
Ana
came
together
to
form
a
coalition
(the
Tisunga Ana
me and tried
hurt
mytofeelings
wish theyI wish they
me to
and
tried
hurt myI feelings
AthuaAkazi or
“Let’s
Protect
our
Girl
Children”
AthuaAkazi or “Let’s Protect our Girl Children”
could havecould
triedhave
to betried
moretosupportive
and
be more supportive
and
Coalition-TAAAC)
to prevent such
abusessuch
in the
future.in the future.
Coalition-TAAAC)
to prevent
abuses
understand
because you
will never
know
understand
because
you will
never know
Equality NowEquality
got a three-year
from the
UNfrom
Trustthe UN Trust
Now got agrant
three-year
grant
what life can
To other
in this
whatbring.
life can
bring.girls
To other
girls in this
Fund to EndFund
Violence
against
Women
to work
withtothe
to End
Violence
against
Women
work with the
Coalition
on
a
project
aimed
to
safeguard
the
rights
of
situation Isituation
want to encourage
them to report
I want to encourage
them to report Coalition on a project aimed to safeguard the rights of
adolescent girls.
The overall
the project
to project is to
adolescent
girls.goal
The of
overall
goal ofisthe
this to thethis
principal
of
the
school,
the
police
to the principal of the school, the police
empower adolescent
girls
and to contribute
tocontribute
the
empower
adolescent
girls
and
to
to the
and NGOsand
thatNGOs
are ready
to help.
that are
readyFor
to this
help. For this
elimination ofelimination
violence against
themagainst
through
the through the
of violence
them
world to be
a better
we need
world
to beplace
a better
placeeach
we need each
implementation
of a coordinated
work plan ofwork
a range
implementation
of a coordinated
plan of a range
other. ” other. ”
of civil society
of organizations.
civil society organizations.
-Mary
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of Schoolgirls
Teachers by Teachers
Zambia:
Rape ofby
Schoolgirls

The expected
results
of theresults
projectofare
The
expected
the project are

Awareness-raising
Awareness-raising

i. enhanced
and efficiency
i. effectiveness
enhanced effectiveness
andof
efficiency ofThe issue has
gotten
attention
andattention and
The
issuesignificant
has gottenmedia
significant
media
response and
prevention
measures through
response
and prevention
measures throughseveral radioseveral
showsradio
in Zambia
have
had
live
discusshows in Zambia have had live discusmulti-sectoral
cooperationcooperation
between Coalition
multi-sectoral
between Coalition
sions of the sions
subject
people with
calling
in. Journalists
of with
the subject
people
calling in. Journalists
members and
government
entities; entities;
members
and government
have also been
on better
and
sensitive
havetrained
also been
trained
onmore
better
and more sensitive
reporting of reporting
these issues.
of these issues.

ii. law reform
to ensure
the legal
is system is
ii. law
reformthat
to ensure
thatsystem
the legal
more responsive
to the needs
girls;
more responsive
to of
theadolescent
needs of adolescent
girls;spacesSafe
Safe
piloted
in Zambia
spaces
piloted in Zambia
iii. strengthened
provision ofprovision
legal andofhealth
iii. strengthened
legal and health
Safe spaces,Safe
envisioned
empowerto
girls
by providing
spaces,to
envisioned
empower
girls by providing
services toservices
better respond
to respond
the needs
to better
to of
theadolesneeds of adolesthem accessthem
to social
networks
and
knowledge
of
access to social networks and knowledge of
cent girls; cent girls;
rights, have rights,
been piloted
in 6 schools
in in Lusaka in
have been
piloted inin6Lusaka
schools
partnership with
Population
These
will lead
to will lead to
partnership
withCouncil.
Population
Council.
These

iv. prevention
of violenceof
through
empowerment
iv. prevention
violence
through empowerment
prevention ofprevention
violence by
In
of decreasing
violence by vulnerabilities.
decreasing vulnerabilities.
In
of adolescent
girls, sensitization
of boys andof boys and
of adolescent
girls, sensitization
addition, boy’s
networks
have
also
been
set
up
in
addition, boy’s networks have also been set up in
strengthened
ability of the
school
system
to system tothese schools
strengthened
ability
of the
school
withschools
the aimwith
of sensitization
of boys on of boys on
these
the aim of sensitization
prevent such
violence;
prevent
suchand
violence; and
gender stereotypes
and violenceand
against
girls.against girls.
gender stereotypes
violence
v. enhanced
and attention
the
v. awareness
enhanced awareness
andinattention
in the
media to issues
against
adolescent
mediaoftoviolence
issues of
violence
against adolescent
girls.
girls.

ACHIEVEMENTS
ACHIEVEMENTS
Landmark judgment
Landmark judgment
The judgment
of judgment
the High Court
anCourt
important
The
of the set
High
set an important
precedent on
the
responsibility
of
the
Zambian
precedent on the responsibility of the Zambian
governmentgovernment
to protect girls
from being
to protect
girlssexually
from being sexually
assaulted and
to provide
judgment willjudgment will
assaulted
andrecourse.This
to provide recourse.This
lead to adoption
of institutional
in turnwhich in turn
lead to
adoption of measures,
institutionalwhich
measures,
will serve aswill
a deterrent,
leading
to
prevention
of
sexual of sexual
serve as a deterrent, leading to prevention
violence. violence.

Formation of
the Tisunga
Ana
AthuaAkazi
or
Formation
of the
Tisunga
Ana AthuaAkazi
or
“Let’s Protect
our
Girl
Children”
Coalition
(TAAAC)
“Let’s Protect our Girl Children” Coalition (TAAAC)
The capacityThe
of Zambian
to address
capacity NGOs
of Zambian
NGOssexual
to address sexual
violence against
girls against
has been
enhanced
will
violence
girls
has beenand
enhanced
and will
ensure that civil
society
continues
to
work
strategically
ensure that civil society continues to work strategically
on such issues
and will
result
in institutional
in change in
on such
issues
and
will result in change
institutional
Zambia in the
legal, educational
and health systems.
Zambia
in the legal, educational
and health systems.
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Kenya:
Kenya:
Female Genital
Female Mutilation
Genital Mutilation
(FGM) (FGM)

practice still practice
exists and
nearlyand
universal
among
stillisexists
is nearly
universal among
certain ethniccertain
groups
suchgroups
as the Somali,
ethnic
such as Abagusii,
the Somali, Abagusii,
Kuria and Maasai.
Among
the Maasai
Kuria and
Maasai.
Amongcommunity
the Maasai incommunity in
FGM is a harmful
practice
thatpractice
entails partial
FGM traditional
is a harmful
traditional
that entailsparticular,
partial
11
the
prevalence
is 73%. rate is 73%.11
particular,
therate
prevalence
or total removal
of the
external
female
genitalia
or other
or total
removal
of the
external
female
genitalia or other
injury to the female
for non-medical
reasons.
injury toorgans
the female
organs for non-medical
reasons.
The averageThe
prevalence
average prevalence
Between 100Between
and 140100
million
women
in the
andgirls
140and
million
girls and
women in the
rate
of
FGM
in
Kenya
rate
of FGM in Kenya
world are estimated
to
have
undergone
FGM
and
3
world are estimated to have undergone FGM and 3
million girls every
estimated
be at risk to
of be at risk of
millionyear
girlsare
every
year aretoestimated
FGM, which FGM,
is a fundamental
human rightshuman
violation
of violation of
which is a fundamental
rights
The Maasai are
semi-nomadic
community located
in located in
TheaMaasai
are a semi-nomadic
community
women and women
girls.9 The
average
prevalence
of FGM rate of FGM
and
girls.9 The
averagerate
prevalence
several
districts
of
central
Kenya
and
northern
Tanzaseveral districts of central Kenya and northern Tanza10
10 varies among ethnic
in Kenya is 27.1%,
however
in Kenya
is 27.1%,this
however this varies amongnia,
ethnic
where they
in search
of pasture
nia,move
wherearound
they move
around
in searchand
of pasture and
groups.
groups.
water for their
animals.
Theanimals.
recent 2009
Kenya 2009
census
water
for their
The recent
Kenya census
results estimates
theestimates
Maasai population
be over to be over
results
the Maasaitopopulation
841,622. Within
the Maasai,
girls are
mutilated
841,622.
Within most
the Maasai,
most
girls are mutilated
Between 100
and 100 and
Between
between thebetween
ages of 12-14
years
in order
to bein order to be
the ages
of 12-14
years
accepted asaccepted
adults. It has
been over
years
since
as adults.
It hasten
been
over
ten years since
the government
of Kenya criminalized
the practice the practice
the government
of Kenya criminalized
under The Children
Act,
2001, which
makeswhich
it illegal
under The
Children
Act, 2001,
makes it illegal
to perform FGM
on girlsFGM
under
age
of 18the
years,
to perform
onthe
girls
under
age of 18 years,
however fewhowever
prosecutions
have taken place.
As a place. As a
few prosecutions
have taken
result of advocacy
byadvocacy
local groups,
a new
stronger
lawstronger law
result of
by local
groups,
a new
was passed was
in October
2011.
The
Prohibition
of
passed in October 2011. The Prohibition of
Female Genital
Mutilation
2011 not
only
presents
Female
GenitalAct,
Mutilation
Act,
2011
not only presents
girls and women
in the
worldinare
girls and
women
the world areharsher sentence
to sentence
perpetrators
but also punishes
harsher
to perpetrators
but also punishes
estimated to
have undergone
estimated
to have undergone those aware that the practice is/has been carried out
those aware that the practice is/has been carried out
Female Genital
Mutilation
Female
Genital (FGM)
Mutilation (FGM)
and protectsand
all women
girls regardless
age and of age and
protectsand
all women
and girlsofregardless
Equality NowEquality
hopes this
indicative
greater political
Nowishopes
this of
is indicative
of greater political
will of the Kenyan
to address this
issue. this issue.
will of government
the Kenyan government
to address
While the Kenyan
has enactedhas
a number
While government
the Kenyan government
enacted a number
of laws/policies
and action plans
againstplans
FGMagainst
the
of laws/policies
and action
FGM the

BACKGROUND
BACKGROUND

27.1%
27.1%

140
140
million
million
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SASIANO’S
CASE CASE
SASIANO’S

sentences and
it will send
message
within
the within the
sentences
anda itstrong
will send
a strong
message
community of
the Kenyan
will to imple-will to implecommunity
of government's
the Kenyan government's
ment the law.ment the law.

Equality NowEquality
workedNow
with worked
our Kenyan
with partner
our Kenyan partner
Tasaru Ntomonok
(TNI),
on the(TNI),
case on
of the case of
TasaruInitiative
Ntomonok
Initiative
Building police
capacity
tocapacity
implement
the law the law
Building
police
to implement
Sasiano Nchoe
a 12-year-old
from the girl
Maasai
Sasiano
Nchoe a girl
12-year-old
from the Maasai
community who
bled to who
deathbled
on 18
August
community
to death
on2008,
18 August 2008,
We had several
with
Kenyanwith
police
personnel
We meetings
had several
meetings
Kenyan
police personnel
after being subjected
tosubjected
female genital
mutilation
after being
to female
genital mutilation
who admitted
that
their
knowledge
of
FGM
and
the
who admitted that their knowledge of FGM and the
(FGM).
(FGM).
Kenyan law was
limited
an interest
theinterest in the
Kenyan
law and
wasshowed
limited and
showedinan
possibility ofpossibility
police trainings.
Ourtrainings.
partner TNI
plans
to TNI plans to
of
police
Our
partner
Our goal through
taking
on this
caseonwas
Our goal
through
taking
thistocase was to
hold trainingshold
withtrainings
police towith
sensitize
them
on the them
issue on the issue
police
to
sensitize
ensure thatensure
the government
takes FGM takes
cases FGM cases
that the government
of FGM as well
as educate
about the
anti-FGM
of FGM
as well them
as educate
them
about the anti-FGM
seriously and
properly
prosecutes
the perpetraseriously
and
properly prosecutes
the perpetralaw.
law.
tors so that the deterrent effect of the anti-FGM

tors so that the deterrent effect of the anti-FGM
law is achieved.
law is achieved.
Sustaining Sustaining
the victim’sthe
family
victim’s family

Sasiano’s body
was buried
after her death.
Sasiano’s
bodyimmediately
was buried immediately
after her death.
TNI secured TNI
compensation
for the girl’s family
secured compensation
for thetogirl’s family to
It was after TNI
became
involved
andinvolved
alerted the
It was
after TNI
became
and alerted the
mitigate the mitigate
loss of income
due
to the father’s
the
loss
of
income
due
to the father’s
authorities, that
Sasiano’s
body
was exhumed
and
authorities,
that
Sasiano’s
body was
exhumed and
imprisonment.
This also helps
them
gain
acceptance
of
imprisonment.
This
also
helps
them
gain acceptance
of
examined. Consequently,
the circumciser
examined. Consequently,
the and
circumciser and
the community,
which
had
shunned
TNI
for
its
involvethe community, which had shunned TNI for its involveSasiano’s father
were charged
withcharged
manslaughter.
The
Sasiano’s
father were
with manslaughter.
The
ment in the case.
ment in the case.
act committed
a criminal is
offence
as provided
in the
actiscommitted
a criminal
offence as
provided in the
Children’s Act
of 2001,Act
which
explicitly
states
that no
Children’s
of 2001,
which
explicitly
states that no
person shall person
subjectshall
a child
to FGM.
subject
a child to FGM.
The police inThe
the police
area were
not
following
up following
on the up on the
in the
area
were not
case and ourcase
partner
TNI
began
pursuing
the
case andthe case and
and our partner TNI began pursuing
putting pressure
on pressure
the local authorities.
putting
on the localWhile
authorities. While
Sasiano’s father
and circumciser
arrested,
they
Sasiano’s
father and were
circumciser
were
arrested, they
were subsequently
released on bail.
The on
case
kept
were subsequently
released
bail.
The case kept
getting delayed
because
thebecause
perpetrators
failed to
getting
delayed
the perpetrators
failed to
appear for hearings,
and
despite and
a re-arrest
appear for
hearings,
despitewarrant
a re-arrest warrant
from the judge,
were
take slow
action.
It
fromthe
thepolice
judge,
the slow
policetowere
to take
action. It
was only after
sustained
advocacy
byadvocacy
Equality Now
was
only after
sustained
by Equality Now
and our partner
the TNI
court
andthe
thecourt
police
that
and TNI
our with
partner
with
and
the police that
the accusedthe
were
rearrested.On
1 April 2010 1the
accused
were rearrested.On
April 2010 the
accused pleaded
guilty
to manslaughter
and were and were
accused
pleaded
guilty to manslaughter
each sentenced
ten years to
imprisonment.
eachtosentenced
ten years imprisonment.

ACHIEVEMENTS
ACHIEVEMENTS
Ten year sentences
Ten year awarded
sentences awarded
This may be This
the first
case
FGM
in the FGM in the
maycourt
be the
firstinvolving
court case
involving
Kenyan Maasai
community
resulted
in significant
Kenyan
Maasai which
community
which
resulted in significant
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Pakistan:
Pakistan:
Incest Incest

BACKGROUND
BACKGROUND

dismissive attitudes
of police,
prosecutors
and the
dismissive
attitudes
of police, prosecutors
and the
judiciary whojudiciary
refuse to
acknowledge
the
possibility
of
who refuse to acknowledge the possibility of
such crimes.such
In addition,
is no specific
crimes.there
In addition,
there isprovision
no specific provision
Victims of sexual
violence
in Pakistan
numerous
Victims
of sexual
violenceface
in Pakistan
face numerous
for the crimefor
of the
incest
in the
Pakistan
Penal
Code Penal Code
crime
of incest
in the
Pakistan
obstacles in obstacles
their pursuit
of justice.
Added
to theAdded
social to the social
in their
pursuit
of justice.
making it easier
for police,
and judges to
making
it easierprosecutors
for police, prosecutors
and judges to
stigma attached
to victims
of to
sexual
violence
is the
fact is the fact
stigma
attached
victims
of sexual
violence
disbelieve victims
and
dismiss
cases.
Incest
cases,
if
disbelieve victims and dismiss cases. Incest cases, if
that the justice
fails to
protect
victims,
instead
thatsystem
the justice
system
fails
to protect
victims, instead
ever brought,ever
come
under come
the general
laws. rape laws.
brought,
under rape
the general
often re-victimizing
them.
often re-victimizing
them.
According toAccording
UNICEF, 40-60%
of known
sexual
to UNICEF,
40-60%
of known sexual
assaults within
the family
arethe
committed
girls against girls
assaults
within
family areagainst
committed
According toAccording
2009 statistics,
nationwide
women 928 women
to 2009
statistics,928
nationwide
aged 15 years
and
younger,
regardless
of
region
andof region and
aged 15 years and younger, regardless
were raped while
children,
285children,
boys and
683
girlsand 683 girls 14
were 968
raped
while 968
285
boys
14
culture.
culture.
were sexuallywere
abused,
but abused,
the Human
Commissexually
but Rights
the Human
Rights Commission of Pakistan
out that
these
arenumbers
a
sion points
of Pakistan
points
outnumbers
that these
are a
fraction of the
actualof
problem
as aproblem
majorityas
of athe
fraction
the actual
majority of the
12
and theup
few
cases go unreported
are covered
up12covered
and the few
cases goor
unreported
or are
reported cases
rarely
make
it
past
the
many
procedural
reported cases rarely make it past the many procedural
In 2009, Equality
NowEquality
with itsNow
partner
Against War Against
In 2009,
withWar
its partner
hurdles in thehurdles
justiceinsystem.
Victims
who Victims
report cases
the justice
system.
who report cases
Rape (WAR),Rape
Lahore,
tookLahore,
on the case
of Mariam,
(WAR),
took on
the caseaof Mariam, a
face police obstruction
societal and
pressure
andpressure and
face police and
obstruction
societal
15-year-old Pakistani
girlPakistani
and the oldest
six oldest
children,
15-year-old
girl andofthe
of six children,
perpetratorsperpetrators
are either never
apprehended
or go free.13 or go free.13
are either
never apprehended
who was raped
herraped
father.by her father.
whoby
was

MARIAM’S
CASE CASE
MARIAM’S

Incest, as a subset
violence,
is an
even is an even
Incest, of
as sexual
a subset
of sexual
violence,
Our goal in Our
taking
was
set awas
legal
goalthe
in case
taking
thetocase
to set a legal
harder issueharder
to broach
given
societal
taboos
and the
issue
to broach
given
societal
taboos and the

2009 nationwide
statistics statistics
2009 nationwide
women women
were rapedwere raped

928928

968
968

children, 285
boys and
girls
children,
285683
boys
and 683 girls
were sexually
abused
were
sexually abused

15

precedent on
incestualonrape,
address
barriers
to barriers to
precedent
incestual
rape,
address
access to justice
sexual violence
accessfor
to survivors
justice forofsurvivors
of sexual violence
and ultimately
the reform
Pakistan
CodePenal
to Code to
and reform
ultimately
thePenal
Pakistan
add a provision
incest. on incest.
add aonprovision
After the rape,
Mariam
felt that
she felt
could
not
tellcould not tell
After
the rape,
Mariam
that
she
anyone whatanyone
had happened
her because
shebecause
was
what hadtohappened
to her
she was
ashamed and
scared, and
but she
finally
confided
in aconfided in a
ashamed
scared,
but
she finally
school friendschool
who informed
their
teacher.their
Theteacher.
teacher The teacher
friend who
informed
called Mariam’s
mother
and told
her and
about
what
called
Mariam’s
mother
told
her had
about what had
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taken place.taken
Whenplace.
Mariam’s
mother
tookmother
her to the
2011
and then
dragged
on for
over aon
year
January
2011
and then
dragged
fordue
over a year due
When
Mariam’s
took her toJanuary
the
police stationpolice
to report
theto
incident,
Mariam
was Mariam wasto inefficiencies
and delayingand
tactics
by thetactics
perpetrator
to inefficiencies
delaying
by the perpetrator
station
report the
incident,
repeatedly questioned
several policemen
whom to whom
and his lawyer.
the trial,
Mariam
was Mariam
forced to
andDuring
his lawyer.
During
the trial,
was forced to
repeatedly by
questioned
by severaltopolicemen
she repeatedshe
therepeated
same story.
The
policemen
were
testify
in
front
of
the
judge
in
plain
view
of
her
father
testify in front of the judge in plain view of her father
the same story. The policemen were
skeptical andskeptical
uncooperative
and tried to dissuade
until her lawyer
intervened
obtainedand obtained
untiland
herWAR
lawyer
and WARand
intervened
and uncooperative
and tried to dissuade
Mariam fromMariam
filing a complaint,
her that
this her that this
special permission
the judge
to the
put judge
up a screen
specialfrom
permission
from
to put up a screen
from filing atelling
complaint,
telling
would tarnishwould
her father’s
fromMariam
the perpetrator
the
separating
from the in
perpetrator
in the
tarnishreputation.
her father’sMariam
reputation. Mariam separating Mariam
consistently consistently
responded that
he
should
have
thought
of
courtroom.The
prosecutor
made
statements
that
were
courtroom.The prosecutor made statements that were
responded that he should have thought of
that before he
raped
her.he raped her.
hurtful to Mariam’s
and hercase
lawyer
hurtful case
to Mariam’s
andhad
herto
lawyer had to
that
before
intervene in order
to protect
the
intervene
in order
tovictim.
protectThe
theprocess
victim. The process
also showedalso
the showed
lack of understanding
of laws on of laws on
the lack of understanding
sexual violence
by
the
prosecutors
and
medico-legal
sexual violence by the prosecutors
and medico-legal
personnel who
testifiedwho
in the
case. For
example,
personnel
testified
in the
case. For example,
Mariam’s lawyer
had to
use various
research
Mariam’s
lawyer
had to scholarly
use various
scholarly research
Sexual assaults
within
the family
Sexual
assaults
withinare
the family are
and
legal
opinions
to
counter
a
medical
examiner
who
and
legal
opinions
to
counter
a
medical
examiner who
committed committed
against girls
15 years
and
against
girls
15 years and
made
the
mistaken
and
outdated
claim
that
due
to
the
made the mistaken and outdated claim that due to the
younger, globally.
younger, globally.
absence of physical
of violence,
could
absencemarks
of physical
marks Mariam
of violence,
Mariam could
Mariam’s maternal
uncles,
who uncles,
are poorwho
street
notraped.
have been raped.
Mariam’s
maternal
are poor street not have been
vendors, hired
a lawyer
to follow
theto
case.
While
vendors,
hired
a lawyer
follow
the the
case. While the
father, the owner
of
a
welding
business,
was
initially
On 22 July 2011,
judge
sentenced
perpetrator
On 22the
July
2011,
the judgethe
sentenced
the perpetrator
father, the owner of a welding business, was initially
arrested, he arrested,
successfully
persuaded the
magistrate
to the
penalty
for raping
hisfor
daughter.
While
the death
penalty
raping his
daughter. While
he successfully
persuaded
thetomagistrate
to death to
let him out on
trial,pending
a move trial,
that awas
notthat wasEquality
NowEquality
does not
support
capital
punishment,
the
Now
does not
support
capital punishment,
the
letbail
himpending
out on bail
move
not
opposed by opposed
the prosecutor.
was Mariam
not informed
issuance of aissuance
sentence
an affirmation
justice for of justice for
ofwas
a sentence
was anofaffirmation
by the Mariam
prosecutor.
was not informed
of the bail hearing
did not have
a chance
to a chance toMariam afterMariam
over two
years
oftwo
persistent
efforts.
We efforts. We
after
over
years of
persistent
of the and
bail hearing
and did
not have
challenge thechallenge
grant of bail.
The prosecutor
continue to work
withto
Mariam’s
lawyer
and WAR
onand WAR on
continue
work with
Mariam’s
lawyer
the grant
of bail. Thefurther
prosecutor further
attempted toattempted
get the police
tothe
drop
the case
for the
lackcase
of forsexual
in Pakistan
a focus with
on reform
ofon reform of
sexual
violencewith
in Pakistan
a focus
to get
police
to drop
lack ofviolence
evidence. The
lawyer hired
by Mariam’s
uncles
refused
the rape lawsthe
in rape
the penal
advocacy
towards
laws code
in the and
penal
code and
advocacy towards
evidence.
The lawyer
hired by
Mariam’s
uncles refused
to follow theto
case
unless
a large
amount
of money
was
victim-friendly
court procedures.
victim-friendly
court procedures.
follow
the case
unless
a large
amount
of money
was
paid to him. paid to him.

40-60%
40-60%

“The whole
process
very difficult.
was ACHIEVEMENTS
“The
wholewas
process
was veryI difficult.
I was ACHIEVEMENTS
scared that
people
would
notwould
trust me.
scared
that
people
not They
trust me. They
Strong judgment
Strongissued
judgment issued
would blame
me,
call
me
a
liar
and
ask
would blame me, call me a liarhow
and ask how
it was possible
a father
do such
it wasthat
possible
thatcould
a father
coulda do such
a The
The judgment
in judgment
Mariam’s case
showedcase
thatshowed
the
in Mariam’s
that the
thing. If something
like that happens
thing. If something
like thatwe
happens we
Pakistani justice
system
can
work
for
vulnerable
and
Pakistani justice system can work for vulnerable and
typically
victims
of such
unspeakable
crimes.
typically
voiceless
victims
of such unspeakable
crimes.
should notshould
lose our
face
it face
notheart
lose we
our should
heart we
should
it voiceless
bravely and
courageously
like I am doing.”
bravely
and courageously
like I am doing.”
-Mariam

-Mariam

Empowerment
of Mariam of Mariam
Empowerment

Equality NowEquality
has, through
an anonymous
donor, been donor, been
Now has,
through an anonymous
Equality NowEquality
solicited
the solicited
help of athe
lawyer
upwho took up
Now
helpwho
of a took
lawyer
able to help able
Mariam
and Mariam
her family
rebuild
their rebuild
lives bytheir lives by
to
help
and
her
family
Mariam’s case
pro bono
and
was
ableand
to convince
Mariam’s
case
pro
bono
was able the
to convince the
making suremaking
they have
adequate
housing
andhousing
access and access
sure
they
have
adequate
police not topolice
dismiss
She
gotShe
the also got the
notthe
to case.
dismiss
thealso
case.
to educationtoforeducation
Mariam and
her siblings.
In addition,
for Mariam
and her
siblings. In addition,
prosecutor suspended
prosecutorial
misconduct misconduct
prosecutor for
suspended
for prosecutorial
Mariam has Mariam
been provided
with
psychological
has
been
provided
with
psychological
and put pressure
on pressure
the policeon
tothe
reinvestigate
the
and put
police to reinvestigate
the
counseling and
has taken
a computer
to build
counseling
and
has taken course
a computer
course to build
case. The case
initially
went initially
to trial went
in Mayto2010.
case.
The case
trial in May 2010.
her technicalher
skills.
technical
skills.
However, theHowever,
first hearing
take did
place
the did
first not
hearing
notuntil
take place until
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First on
workshop
First workshop
incest on incest
On 13-142010,
December
WAR, in collaboration
with
On 13-14 December
WAR,2010,
in collaboration
with
Equality
held ainworkshop
in Lahore, Pakistan,
Equality Now,
held a Now,
workshop
Lahore, Pakistan,
bringing
together
relevant stakeholders
bringing together
relevant
stakeholders
to strategizetoonstrategize on
ways
to
enhance
access
to
justiceoffor
victims of sexual
ways to enhance access to justice for victims
sexual
violence, in
particular
incest
survivors.
The workshop
violence, in particular
incest
survivors.
The
workshop
in a list of recommendations
resulted in aresulted
list of recommendations
for action onfor action on
of violence,
access
toprovision
justice and provision
prevention ofprevention
violence, access
to justice
and
of
services
to
survivors.
of services to survivors.

report
the legal
system addressing
incest
First reportFirst
on the
legalonsystem
addressing
incest
with
our local
WAR to
Equality NowEquality
workedNow
withworked
our local
partner
WARpartner
to
data
on incest
cases
and their treatment
collect data collect
on incest
cases
and their
treatment
This report,
is the first report
through the through
system. the
Thissystem.
report, which
is the which
first report
on
incest
in
Pakistan,
has
been
published
on incest in Pakistan, has been published in English in English
and
and will
be usedlegal
to support
legal and other
and Urdu and
willUrdu
be used
to support
and other
reform.
reform.

Awareness-raising
Awareness-raising
addition
to theawareness
workshop,of
awareness
In addition toInthe
workshop,
the issue of the issue
has been
raised
by two
opinion
on this
has been raised
by two
opinion
editorials
oneditorials
this
sensitive
topic
by
Equality
Now’s
program
officer in
sensitive topic by Equality Now’s program officer in
prominent
Pakistani
newspapers
as
well
as
prominent Pakistani newspapers as well as television television
Mariam’s
lawyer who discussed
appearancesappearances
by Mariam’sby
lawyer
who discussed
case. Pakistani
In addition,
Pakistani press
challenges inchallenges
the case. in
In the
addition,
press
covered
the
verdict
in
the
case.
covered the verdict in the case.
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BACKGROUND
BACKGROUND

psychological,
intellectual
and sexual implications
of
psychological,
intellectual and
sexual implications
of
child
onmarriage
girls. Child
marriage
child marriage
on marriage
girls. Child
violates
the violates the
human
rights
of girls by
excluding
them from decisions
human
rights
of
girls
by
excluding
them
from
decisions
Yemen
no legal
minimum
age and
of marriage and
Yemen has no
legalhas
minimum
age
of marriage
timing and
of marriage
and
choice of spouse.
regarding theregarding
timing ofthe
marriage
choice of
spouse.
cases
of childare
marriages
are
common.
cases of child
marriages
common.
The
Yemeni The Yemeni
It
marks
an
abrupt
and
violent
initiation
It marks an abrupt and violent initiation into sexual into sexual
to taketoany
governmentgovernment
has failed tohas
takefailed
any action
banaction
such to ban such
relations, often with a husband who is a considerably
marriages.
age for
of marriage
for girlsrelations,
in rural often with a husband who is a considerably
marriages. The
averageThe
ageaverage
of marriage
girls in rural
older
adult and
a relative
stranger.
Girls
who give birth
older
adult
and
a relative
stranger.
Girls
who give
birth
areas
Yemen
and up to fifty
areas of Yemen
is of
around
12isoraround
13 and12uporto13fifty
before
15
years
of
age
are
five
times
more
before 15 years of age are five times more likely to die likely to die
all Yemeni
girls before
are married
percent of allpercent
Yemeniofgirls
are married
they before they
16
and the extremely
labor than
women
theirthe
20s
extremely
in labor thaninwomen
in their
20s16inand
reach
the
age 15
ofAs
18there
years.is15no
Aslegal
thereage
is no
reach the age
of 18
years.
forlegal age for
high
maternal
rate100,000
of 365 per
high maternal
mortality
ratemortality
of 365 per
live100,000 live
marriage,
bridestowho
wantoftothese
get out of these
marriage, child
brides child
who want
get out
births
in be
Yemen
can be
attributed
in part to early
births
in
Yemen
can
attributed
in
part
to
early
notrecourse
have legal
and sympathetic 17
marriages domarriages
not have do
legal
andrecourse
sympathetic
17
health
related
impacts of early
marriage. marriage.
Other healthOther
related
impacts
of early
judges
canthem
only agrant
them
a divorce
if they
judges can only
grant
divorce
if they
are able
to are able to
marriage
and
pregnancy
include
septic
marriage and pregnancy include septic abortion,
stillabortion, still
backthat
thethe
dower
that the
husband
paid
pay back thepay
dower
husband
paid
for them
on for them on
births, pregnancy-induced hypertension,
births,
puerperal puerperal
marriage,
which
is usuallyfor
prohibitive
forInthese girls.
In pregnancy-induced hypertension,
marriage, which
is usually
prohibitive
these girls.
18
18
sepsis and
obstetric
fistula.
Early
marriage also
sepsis
and
obstetric
fistula.
Early
marriage
also
the famous
Nujood
Ali case,
Nujood’s
lawyer paid the
the famous Nujood
Ali case,
Nujood’s
lawyer
paid the
jeopardizes
girls’
right
to
formal
education,
jeopardizes girls’ right to formal education, which ends which ends
back
from
her own
pocket.
While
dower back dower
from her
own
pocket.
While
this case
ledthis case led
upon
In addition,
girls have few
upon marriage.
In marriage.
addition, married
girlsmarried
have few
to international
and aamong
movement
among Yemeni
to international
outcry and aoutcry
movement
Yemeni
social connections, restricted mobility, limited control
social
civil society
groups to
for a law
banning
childconnections, restricted mobility, limited control
civil society groups
to advocate
foradvocate
a law banning
child
overand
resources
andpower
little or
power
over
resources
little or no
in no
their
new in their new
marriage,
have
not beendue
successful
due to
marriage, such
efforts such
have efforts
not been
successful
to
households,
and
domestic
violence
is child
common in child
households, and domestic violence is common in
parliament
by conservative
opposition inopposition
parliamentinby
conservative
elements. elements.
19marriages.19
though
draft
bill to set age
a minimum
age ofmarriages.
Even thoughEven
a draft
bill toaset
a minimum
of
marriage
was by
considered
by parliament
the Yemeniinparliament in
marriage was
considered
the Yemeni
2009,
bill failed
due tofrom
opposition
from the
2009, this bill
failedthis
to pass
due to
to pass
opposition
the
Up to
to
shariahincommittee
parliament
which
held thatUp
it was
shariah committee
parliamentinwhich
held that
it was
incompatibleincompatible
with Islam. with Islam.

50%
50%

The United
NationsFund
Children’s
Fund
(UNICEF)
and the
The United Nations
Children’s
(UNICEF)
and
the
United
NationsFund
Population
Fund
(UNFPA) have
United Nations
Population
(UNFPA)
have
under-scored
the severe
negative
physical, emotional,
under-scored
the severe negative
physical,
emotional,

of girls
all Yemeni
girls are married
of all Yemeni
are married
reach
the age of 18
before theybefore
reach they
the age
of 18
years
years
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WAFA’SWAFA’S
CASE CASE

divorce, which
divorce,
had inwhich
Wafa’shad
case
in Wafa’s
in any event
case in
been
any event been
used up by her
used
father.
up byToher
thisfather.
end, we
To this
asked
end,
thewelawyer
asked the lawyer
to look into the
to look
possibility
into the
ofpossibility
using assault
of using
and battery
assault and battery
In 2010, withInour
2010,
partner
with Yemen
our partner
Women
Yemen
Union
Women
(YWU),Union (YWU),
laws in the Yemeni
laws inPenal
the Yemeni
Code Penal
to holdCode
the husband
to hold the husband
we took on the
we case
took on
of 11-year-old
the case of Wafa
11-year-old
who, inWafa
2009,
who, in 2009,
accountable.accountable.
Unbeknownst
Unbeknownst
to Equality Now,
to Equality
during Now,
an during an
was taken out
was
of taken
schoolout
and
ofmarried
school and
off by
married
her father
off by her father
attempt by her
attempt
husband
by her
to forcibly
husband
take
to forcibly
Wafa back,
take her
Wafa back, her
to a 40-year-old
to a farmer.
40-year-old farmer.
uncle promised
uncle
him
promised
that he would
him that
payhethe
would
dower
payback.
the dower back.
As a result, the
As ahusband
result, the
toldhusband
the judge
told
that
thehejudge
had athat he had a
Our goal in Our
taking
goaloninthis
taking
caseonwas
thistocase
establish
was to establish
promise frompromise
the uncle
from
of the
repayment
uncle ofofrepayment
the dowerofand
the dower and
the right ofthe
child
right
brides
of child
to get
brides
a divorce
to getwithout
a divorce without
the judge consequently
the judge consequently
ruled that heruled
would
that
issue
he would
Wafa issue Wafa
having to pay
having
compensation
to pay compensation
to their husbands
to their husbands
a divorce once
a divorce
the amount
once has
the amount
been repaid
has been
to herrepaid to her
and to ultimately
and to establish
ultimatelya establish
law banning
a law
child
banning child
husband. Wafa's
husband.
uncle,
Wafa's
without
uncle,
informing
without
YWU,
informing YWU,
marriage inmarriage
Yemen. in Yemen.
borrowed money
borrowed
to repay
money
the to
dower
repayand
theWafa
dower
is and
now Wafa is now
divorced. divorced.
After a year of
After
marriage
a year during
of marriage
whichduring
she was
which
violently
she was violently
beaten by her
beaten
husband,
by her
Wafa
husband,
escaped
Wafa
from
escaped
the Rida
from the Rida
We are strategizing
We are with
strategizing
YWU onwith
appealing
YWU on
this
appealing
ruling this ruling
area in the Hija
areagovernorate
in the Hija governorate
where she lived
where
with
she
herlived with her
with regard to
with
theregard
dower.toAs
theit dower.
stands,As
theit judgment
stands, the judgment
abusive husband
abusive
andhusband
ran home
and
to ran
her home
parent’s
to her
house
parent’s house
reinforces the
reinforces
fact that the
girlsfact
remain
that chattels
girls remain
to be
chattels to be
in the Zidah in
area
theinZidah
Amran
area
governorate.
in Amran governorate.
She threat- She threatbought and sold
bought
in marriage
and sold and
in marriage
does notand
send
does
a clear
not send a clear
ened to kill herself
ened to
if her
kill herself
family sent
if herher
family
back
sent
to her
her back to her
signal that forced
signalmarriage,
that forced
including
marriage,
child
including
marriage,
child
is marriage, is
husband’s house.
husband’s
However,
house.
herHowever,
father had
herpassed
father had passed
wrong. We will
wrong.
continue
We will
to work
continue
withto
YWU
workonwith
howYWU
to on how to
away four months
away four
priormonths
at the age
priorofat75the
and
age
herof 75 and her
use this caseuse
to advocate
this case to
foradvocate
a law banning
for a law
childbanning child
mother is unwell
mother
withispsychological
unwell with psychological
problems. Before
problems. Before
marriage. marriage.
we took on the
we case,
took on
Wafa,
the case,
her mother,
Wafa, stepmother
her mother, stepmother
and eight siblings
and eight
weresiblings
living inwere
a state
living
of in
extreme
a state of extreme
poverty in a tent.
poverty
None
in aoftent.
the None
children
of except
the children
Wafa’s
except Wafa’s
10-year-old half
10-year-old
brother Abdo
half brother
was going
Abdotowas
school
going
and
to school and
the only source
the of
only
income
sourceforofthe
income
familyfor
was
theWafa’s
family was Wafa’s
Empowerment
Empowerment
of Wafa of Wafa
mother who mother
workedwho
as aworked
beggar.as
While
a beggar.
Wafa’sWhile
uncleWafa’s uncle
through her stepmother’s
through her stepmother’s
family is supporting
family isher
supporting
in
her in
We have been
Weable
havetobeen
placeable
Wafa
to back
placeinWafa
school
back in school
getting a divorce,
getting
her
a divorce,
father’s brothers
her father’s
are brothers
insisting are
thatinsisting that
where she iswhere
doing she
veryiswell.
doing
Wevery
have
well.
alsoWe
been
have
able
also been able
she be returned
she to
beher
returned
husband’s
to herhouse.
husband’s
Her husband
house. Her husband
to relocate her
to relocate
family forher
their
family
safety
forso
their
that
safety
they so
arethat they are
also came toalso
her came
housetowith
herhis
house
family
with
to his
demand
familyher
to demand her
able to pursue
able
thetocase.
pursue the case.
return.
return.

ACHIEVEMENTS
ACHIEVEMENTS

Yemeni government
Yemeni government
questionedquestioned
by the UN Comby the UN Com-

“My message
“My to
message
other parents
to otherisparents
that they
is that they
mission on mission
the Status
on of
theWomen
Status on
of Women
steps being
on steps being
should notshould
think of
notmarrying
think of their
marrying
daughtheir daughtaken to prevent
taken child
to prevent
marriage
childasmarriage
a result as
of aa result of a
ters at a young
ters atage,
a young
girls should
age, girls
goshould
to
go to communication
communication
submitted by
submitted
Equalityby
Now.
Equality Now.
school. I don’t
school.
want
I don’t
any girl
wanttoany
suffer
girlas
to Isuffer as I
While
While such proceedings
are usually not
areshared
usuallywith
not shared with
did. Girls should
did. Girls
be should
educated
be educated
in order toinbeorder to
besuch proceedings
non-governments,
non-governments,
we were made
we aware
were made
of thisaware
by of this by
able to liveable
happily
to live
and
happily
in dignity.
and in
” dignity. ” Yemeni government
Yemeni government
officials during
officials
our trip
during
to Yemen
our trip
in to Yemen in
-Wafa

-Wafa

2011 indicating
2011
they
indicating
were under
they international
were under international
pressure
pressure
to change the
to situation
change the
as well
situation
as toas
intervene
well as to
in intervene in
Equality NowEquality
and YWU
Now
arranged
and YWU
forarranged
a lawyer to
fortake
a lawyer toindividual
take
situations
individual
of situations
girls.
of girls.
Wafa’s case Wafa’s
and to case
set a and
legaltoprecedent
set a legalthat
precedent
Wafa notthat Wafa not
have to pay have
back to
herpay
dower
backasher
a condition
dower asfor
a condition
the
for the
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III. CASES
III. CASES

Brazil/US:
Brazil/US:
Sex Tourism
Sex Tourism

BACKGROUND
BACKGROUND

number of convictions
number of under
convictions
the PROTECT
under theAct
PROTECT
is
Act is
dwarfed by the
dwarfed
size ofbythe
theissue.
size of
The
theUS
issue.
federal
The US federal
anti-trafficking
anti-trafficking
law (the TVPA)
lawalso
(thecriminalizes
TVPA) also the
criminalizes
sex
the sex
Sex tourism,Sex
where
tourism,
individuals
wheretravel
individuals
to another
travelcountry
to another country
trafficking of trafficking
children and
of children
providesand
for provides
a civil remedy
for a civil
for remedy for
and pay for sex
andwith
pay often
for sex
vulnerable
with oftenadults
vulnerable
or children,
adults or children,
victims of trafficking.
victims of trafficking.
fuels the commercial
fuels the sex
commercial
trade and
sex
thetrade
exploitation
and the of
exploitation of
women and women
childrenand
fromchildren
poor and
from
marginalized
poor and marginalized
While the beaches
While the
andbeaches
cities of and
Northeast
cities ofBrazil
Northeast
have Brazil have
communitiescommunities
around the world.
aroundUS
thecitizens
world. make
US citizens
up an make up an
long been known
long been
as sites
known
for trafficking
as sites for
and
trafficking
the
and the
estimated 25%
estimated
of child25%
sex tourists
of child worldwide
sex touristsand
worldwide
up
and up
commercial sexual
commercial
exploitation
sexual of
exploitation
girls, thereofisgirls,
now there
a
is now a
to an alarming
to 80%
an alarming
of child80%
sex tourists
of child in
sex
Latin
tourists in Latin
growing awareness
growingthat
awareness
this exploitation
that this occurs
exploitation occurs
America. USAmerica.
law allows
USfor
law
theallows
criminal
for prosecution
the criminal prosecution
of
of
throughout the
throughout
country, the
including
country,
in areas
including
suchinas
areas such as
child sex tourists.
child sex
It is tourists.
estimated
It isthat
estimated
about 250,000
that about 250,000
Amazonas where
Amazonas
foreign
where
men foreign
travel for
men
"legitimate"
travel for "legitimate"
children are forced
childreninto
arethe
forced
commercial
into the sex
commercial
industry sex
in industry in
vacation activities
vacation
such
activities
as fishing.
suchInas
particular,
fishing. In
girls
particular, girls
Brazil, the second
Brazil, largest
the second
number
largest
afternumber
Thailand,
after
and
Thailand,
a
and a
from
the
local
from
indigenous
the
local
communities
indigenous
communities
along
the
along the
top destination
topfor
destination
sex tourism.
for 20
sex tourism.20
Amazon River
Amazon
are vulnerable
River aretovulnerable
exploitation
to by
exploitation
these
by these
tourists.
tourists.

Number of children
Number of
forced
children
into forced into
the commercial
the commercial
sex industrysex
in industry
Brazil; in Brazil;

CASE OFCASE
BRAZILIAN
OF BRAZILIAN
SURVIVORS
SURVIVORS
OF SEX OF
TOURISM
SEX TOURISM

250,000
250,000

In 2010, Equality
In 2010,
NowEquality
helped Now
facilitate
helped
a civil
facilitate
case ina civil case in
the US on behalf
the US
of on
a number
behalf of
of aBrazilian
numbergirls
of Brazilian
who girls who
were sexuallywere
exploited
sexually
by exploited
clients of by
a fishing
clientstour
of a fishing tour
company in company
Brazil run in
byBrazil
a US run
citizen.
by a US citizen.

the second the
largest
second
number
largest
after
number after
Thailand, and
Thailand,
a top destination
and a top destination
for
for
sex tourismsex tourism
Our goal in Our
bringing
goal in
this
bringing
case was
thistocase
establish
was toa establish a
precedent under
precedent
the civil
under
remedy
the civil
provision
remedyofprovision
the
of the
TVPA to encourage
TVPA to encourage
other victims
other
to bring
victims
such
to bring such
Under the PROTECT
Under theAct
PROTECT
of 2003,Act
US of
citizens
2003, who
US citizens who
cases
and
to
cases
serve
and
as
to
a
deterrent
serve
as
a
for
deterrent
perpetrafor perpetraengage in sexual
engage
activity
in sexual
abroad
activity
with abroad
a child under
with a 18
child under 18
tors.
tors.
and individuals
andand/or
individuals
companies
and/orthat
companies
facilitatethat
thisfacilitate this
exploitation can
exploitation
face up can
to 30face
years
up in
toprison.
30 years
While
in prison. While
this clearly represents
this clearlyarepresents
step in thearight
stepdirection,
in the right
thedirection, the
20

III. CASES
III. CASES

Brazil/US: Sex
Tourism Sex Tourism
Brazil/US:

judge stayedjudge
the civil
suit the
in August
2011
as required
stayed
civil suit
in August
2011 as required
“I did not “I
know
about
the about
issue of
did not
know
thehuman
issue of human
by
the
civil
remedy
provision,
pending
the
completion
by
the
civil
remedy
provision,
pending
the completion
traffickingtrafficking
before thisbefore
happened
to me. to me.
this happened
of the US criminal
into the matter
of the investigation
US criminal investigation
intoand
the matter and
After it happened
to me I saw
a film
about
After it happened
to me
I saw
a film about
possible prosecution.However,
internationalinternational
publicity of publicity of
possible prosecution.However,
traffickingtrafficking
and realized
I wanted
andthat
realized
that to
I wanted to
this case spurred
the spurred
Brazilianthe
government
into taking into taking
this case
Brazilian government
fight against
fightthis.”
against this.”
action.
action.
-Fabiana

-Fabiana

ACHIEVEMENTS
ACHIEVEMENTS

The sex tourThe
operator
brought
US brought
tourists on
sex tour
operator
USfishing
tourists on fishing
trips on the Amazon
between
1998
and 2009.
and
trips on the
Amazon
between
1998He
and
2009. He and
his employees
lure young
local
his would
employees
wouldgirls
lure from
young
girls from local Civil suit Civil suit
indigenous communities,
some as young
asas
12,young
onto as 12, onto
indigenous communities,
some
The civil case
is the
toisbethe
filed
of on
victims
The
civilfirst
case
firstontobehalf
be filed
behalf of victims
his boats promising
money.them
Instead,
the Instead,
girls
his boatsthem
promising
money.
the girls
of
sex
tourism
and
received
significant
media
of
sex
tourism
and
received
significant
media
were forced were
to have
sex to
with
thesex
tourists
boat.on the boat.
forced
have
with on
thethe
tourists
coverage,
as
the
AP
article
on
the
case
was
picked
up
coverage,
as
the
AP
article
on
the
case
was picked up
Some girls were
also
made
perform
Some
girls
weretoalso
madestripteases
to perform and
stripteases and
by
CBS,
ABC,
The
Washington
Post,
The
Atlanta
by CBS, ABC, The Washington Post, The Atlanta
were photographed
nude. One ofnude.
the girls,
were photographed
One Fabiana
of the girls, Fabiana
Journal
Constitution
and others. In
addition,
Journal Constitution
and
others. In addition,
from Autazesfrom
is now
22 years
old.22Inyears
2005 old.
when
Autazes
is now
In she
2005 when she
substantial
media
coverage
around
the
world
followed
substantial
media
coverage
around
the world followed
was 16, shewas
and 16,
some
her some
friendsofwere
lured on
the lured on the
sheofand
her friends
were
an
article
on
the
case
that
appeared
on
the
front
page
an
article
on
the
case
that
appeared
on
the front page
boat and forced
have
sex to
with
clients.
She clients.
has been
boatto
and
forced
have
sex with
She has been
of
The
New
York
Times
financial
section.
of The New York Times financial section.
fighting for justice
2007 when
some
fightingsince
for justice
since she
2007and
when
sheofand some of
the other victims
began
communicating
with a local with a local
the other
victims
began communicating
pledges action
Brazil government
pledges action
lawyer aboutlawyer
the violations
that
had occurred.
about the
violations
that had occurred. Brazil government
The BrazilianThe
press
in particular
extensively
the covered the
Brazilian
press in
particular covered
extensively
The BrazilianThe
government
has issued an
indictment
Brazilian government
has
issued an indictment
filing of the case
defendant’s
motion to stay
filing (and
of thethe
case
(and the defendant’s
motion to stay
against the US
tour the
operator
andoperator
some ofand
his some
Brazilian
against
US tour
of his Brazilian
the
case),
which
prompted
government
officials
in
the
case),
which
prompted
government
officials in
colleagues for
these activities
butactivities
the tour but
operator
is operator is
colleagues
for these
the tour
Brazil
to
pledge
to
take
action
on
the
issue
of
sex
Brazil
to
pledge
to
take
action
on
the
issue
of sex
residing in the
US and
beyond
the reach
of the
the reach of the
residing
in thus
the US
and thus
beyond
tourism.
Specifically,
the
Minister
of
Women’s
Policies
tourism. Specifically, the Minister of Women’s Policies
Brazilian government.
US law enforcement
agents haveagents have
Brazilian government.
US law enforcement
stated
that
she
would
tourism sex
in the
stated
thatinvestigate
she wouldsex
investigate
tourism in the
traveled to Brazil
to look
into the
matter,
case but no case
traveled
to Brazil
to look
intobut
the no
matter,
region
of
Amazonas
and
look
into
forming
a
committee
region
of
Amazonas
and
look
into
forming
a committee
has been filed
the tour
operator.
hasagainst
been filed
against
the tour operator.
to address the
issue, and
Brazilian
Federal
Police
to address
thethe
issue,
and the
Brazilian
Federal Police
arethat
nowthey
investigating
20 customers
stated
are now investigating
20 customers
We believe that
utilizing
remedy
in the
We by
believe
thatthe
by civil
utilizing
the civil
remedy in thestated that they
and
potential
‘johns’
that
went
on
the
defendant’s
and
potential
‘johns’
that
went
on
the
defendant’s
federal anti-trafficking
law and establishing
this as a
federal anti-trafficking
law and establishing
this as a
fishing toursfishing
to Brazil.
tours to Brazil.
tool which victims
of USvictims
sex tourists
(andtourists
sex trafficktool which
of US sex
(and sex trafficking in general)
use to obtain
restitution
the
ingcan
in general)
can use
to obtainand
restitution
and the
chance to confront
their
rapists,
we
can
deter
future
chance to confront their rapists, we can deter future
exploitation.exploitation.
In contrast to
in civilcases,
suits in civil suits
In criminal
contrastcases,
to criminal
victims havevictims
greaterhave
control
over control
the legal
process
andprocess and
greater
over
the legal
are active participants
in the case; in
which
can be
very can be very
are active participants
the case;
which
empowering.empowering.
We secured We
a law
firm toatake
pro
secured
law the
firmmatter
to takeon
thea matter
on a pro
bono basis and
a civil
ona behalf
of on
Fabiana
bonofiled
basis
andsuit
filed
civil suit
behalf of Fabiana
and three other
federal
court
in Atlanta
(where
and girls
threeinother
girls
in federal
court
in Atlanta (where
the defendant
located) inisJune
2011.
theisdefendant
located)
in This
Juneis2011. This is
precedent-setting
civil litigationcivil
against
a sexagainst
tourism
precedent-setting
litigation
a sex tourism
company that
we hopethat
willwe
result
in restitution
the
company
hope
will result inforrestitution
for the
girls and have
a
deterrent
effect
on
sex
tourists.The
girls and have a deterrent effect on sex tourists.The
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III. CASES
III. CASES

Kenya:
Kenya:
Incest and
Gang
Rape
Incest
and
Gang Rape

BACKGROUND
BACKGROUND

NGOs claimNGOs
police claim
procedures
handling cases
of
police in
procedures
in handling
cases of
rape presentrape
substantial
obstacles
to
the
present substantial obstacles to the
follow up and
prosecution
of rape cases.
The police
follow
up and prosecution
of rape
cases. The police
Sexual violence
is widespread
in Kenya andinoccurs
Sexual
violence is widespread
Kenya in
and occurs in
require that survivors
besurvivors
examinedbebyexamined
police physirequire that
by police physiall socio-economic
and ethnic groups.
Almost
half of
all socio-economic
and ethnic
groups.
Almost half of
cians who are
fewwho
in number,
readily available
andavailable and
cians
are fewnot
in number,
not readily
Kenyan women,
regardless
status or ethnicity
Kenyan
women,ofregardless
of status report
or ethnicity report
frequently issue
examination
reports
that
conflict
with
frequently issue examination reports that conflict with
experiencingexperiencing
physical, verbal/psychological
or sexual or sexual
physical, verbal/psychological
the
findings
of other
medical
professionals
and/or fail and/or fail
the
findings
of other
medical professionals
21
violence. According
the 2008-9
Health
and Health and
violence.21toAccording
to Kenya
the 2008-9
Kenya
to appear into
court.
Other
reasons
for the
low rate
of low rate of
appear
in court.
Other
reasons
for the
Demographic
Survey, coercion
of first
sexualof first sexual
Demographic
Survey,
coercion
reporting and
prosecution
of rape include
police
reporting
and prosecution
of rape
include police
intercourse is
not uncommon
among Kenyan
women
intercourse
is not uncommon
among
Kenyan women
reluctance toreluctance
intervene,toespecially
cases where
intervene,inespecially
in cases where
and 12% of and
women
15-49 report
that their
firstthat their first
12%age
of women
age 15-49
report
family members,
acquaintances
were accused
of accused of
familyormembers,
or acquaintances
were
sexual intercourse
against was
theiragainst
will. One
in five
sexual was
intercourse
their
will. One in five
committing the
rape; inadequate
of prosecucommitting
the rape; training
inadequate
training of prosecuKenyan women
(21%)
has experienced
sexual
Kenyan
women
(21%) has experienced
sexual
tors; culturaltors;
inhibitions
publicly
discussing
culturalagainst
inhibitions
against
publiclysex
discussing sex
violence.22 violence.22
23
23
and fear of retribution
etc.
and fear of retribution etc.

12%
12%

NIARA’SNIARA’S
CASE CASE

In October 2010,
Equality
NowEquality
took onNow
a case
In October
2010,
tookwith
on the
a case with the
Federation ofFederation
Women Lawyers,
Kenya
(FIDA-Kenya),
of Women
Lawyers,
Kenya (FIDA-Kenya),
involving theinvolving
gang-rape
Niara, a 17-year-old
girl in
theofgang-rape
of Niara, a 17-year-old
girl in
women agewomen
15-49 report
that report
their first
age 15-49
that their first
Kisumu, Kenya.
Kisumu, Kenya.

sexual intercourse
was against
their
will. their will.
sexual intercourse
was
against
Our goal inOur
taking
case was
set was
a to set a
goalthis
in taking
thistocase
precedent on
police responsibility
to investigate,
precedent
on
police
responsibility
to investigate,
2008 official2008
policeofficial
statistics
indicated
627
rapes 627 rapes
police
statistics
indicated
prosecute and
punish
perpetrators
of
sexual
prosecute and punish perpetrators of sexual
during that year,
butthat
human
groupsrights
estimated
during
year, rights
but human
groups estimated
violence and
protectand
girls.
violence
protect girls.
that more than 21,000 rapes were perpetrated
that more than 21,000 rapes were perpetrated
annually. Despite
the presence
of presence
strict lawsofagainst
annually.
Despite the
strict laws against
sexual violence,
defilement
of a minor)
sexual
violence,(rape
defilement
(rapeand
of agang
minor) and gang
rape, reporting
and
prosecution
of rapes remains
low remains low
rape,
reporting
and prosecution
of rapes
due to cumbersome
police
procedures
in
cases
of
due to cumbersome police procedures in cases of
sexual violence.
sexual violence.
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Kenya: IncestKenya:
and Gang
Rape
Incest
and Gang Rape

police have
made
any
gang for the gang
“What I want
is justice
donetoand
will and The
The not
police
have
notarrests
madefor
anythe
arrests
“What
I want to
is be
justice
be Idone
I will
rape,
even
though
there
are
two
people
Niara
identified
rape, even though there are two people
Niara identified
not be safenot
until
this happens.
suspects
be safe
until this The
happens.
The suspects
for the policefor
tothe
question.
The
police failed
to investipolice
to
question.
The
police
failed
to investishould be should
arrested
even ifand
oneeven
is if one is
beand
arrested
gate the firstgate
rapethe
committed
Niara’s father
and also
first rapeby
committed
by Niara’s
father and also
arrested he
can produce
other four
arrested
he canthe
produce
the other fourfailed to investigate
threats she
before
and before and
failed tothe
investigate
the received
threats she
received
remaining.remaining.
They are still
andcalling
threatTheycalling
are still
and threatafter the gang
rape.
after the gang rape.
ening my mother.
not be
safenot
until
all until all
ening myI will
mother.
I will
be safe
We are strategizing
ways to put
pressure
on pressure
the
We are on
strategizing
on ways
to put
on the
five are infive
jail.”are in jail.”

police in Kisumu
case as this
well case
as the
policetoininvestigate
Kisumu tothis
investigate
as well as the
possibility ofpossibility
bringing aofcivil
action
against
the
police
for
bringing a civil action against the police for
failure to actfailure
in order
precedent
police on police
to to
actset
in aorder
to set aonprecedent
In 2008, Niara,
who was
attending
school
in Kisumu
In 2008,
Niara,
who was
attending
school in Kisumu
responsibilityresponsibility
in such cases.
We are
also We
working
withworking with
in such
cases.
are also
went to visit went
her father
in her
Rongo,
Kenya
in order
to in order to
to visit
father
in Rongo,
Kenya
FIDA-Kenya FIDA-Kenya
to challenge to
thechallenge
requirement
of a medical of a medical
the requirement
collect school
fees. school
Her father
collect
fees.had
Herthrown
father her
hadmother
thrown her mother
form before complaints
rape can be
filed as
form beforeof
complaints
of rape
canthis
be filed as this
out of the house
domestic
He brutally
out ofafter
the ahouse
after dispute.
a domestic
dispute. He brutally
requirement requirement
is unduly onerous
on victims
is unduly
onerousand
on impedes
victims and impedes
raped Niara raped
and gagged,
handcuffed,
and locked her
Niara and
gagged, handcuffed,
and locked her
reporting of cases.
reporting of cases.
in his house.inHe
told
her
he
was
raping
her
because
his house. He told her he was raping her because
she reminded
him
of his wife.
distressed
she
reminded
himNiara
of hiswas
wife.soNiara
was so distressed
after the rapeafter
thatthe
sherape
attempted
that shesuicide.
attempted suicide.
- Niara

- Niara

ACHIEVEMENTS
ACHIEVEMENTS

When Niara When
soughtNiara
medical
assistance
Kisumu at Kisumu
sought
medicalatassistance
Empowerment
and supportand
of Niara
Empowerment
support of Niara
Hospital, sheHospital,
was informed
thatinformed
she wasthat
HIVshe
positive
she was
was HIV positive
and pregnant.
Atpregnant.
this point At
shethis
obtained
a backstreet
and
point she
obtained a backstreet
We have been
medical
treatment
at treatment at
Wefacilitating
have beenNiara’s
facilitating
Niara’s
medical
abortion, which
resulted
in complications
and dam- and damabortion,
which
resulted in complications
the Nairobi Women’s
Hospital.
WeHospital.
also worked
withworked with
the Nairobi
Women’s
We also
aged her urethra
urinary
incontinence.
She
agedcausing
her urethra
causing
urinary incontinence.
She
our partner organization
Childlink in Kisumu,
to Kenya to
our partner organization
ChildlinkKenya
in Kisumu,
then reported
thereported
rape to healthcare
at workers at
then
the rape toworkers
healthcare
facilitate Niara’s
schooling.
facilitate Niara’s schooling.
Kisumu Hospital
andHospital
to a social
from worker
a local from a local
Kisumu
andworker
to a social
children’s organization,
ChildLink. The
social worker
children’s organization,
ChildLink.
The social worker
subsequentlysubsequently
reported thereported
incident to
the
Kisumu
the incident to the Kisumu
Children’s Department
but it refusedbut
to ittake
action
Children’s Department
refused
toand
take action and
instead directed
the directed
social worker
to report
theto
incident
instead
the social
worker
report the incident
to the authorities
Rongo where
the incident
to theinauthorities
in Rongo
where had
the incident had
taken place.taken
Niara place.
underwent
surgery
to
repair
her to repair her
Niara underwent surgery
urethra but remained
incontinent
the surgery.
urethra but
remainedafter
incontinent
after the surgery.
After Niara reported
thereported
incident to
hospital
it
After Niara
thethe
incident
to and
the hospital
and it
became public,
her
father
stopped
taking
his
HIV/AIDS
became public, her father stopped taking his HIV/AIDS
medication and
subsequently
died. The father’s
medication
and subsequently
died. family
The father’s family
members blamed
Niarablamed
for his Niara
deathfor
and
herand sent her
members
hissent
death
threatening messages.
with help
from
thehelp
social
threateningNiara,
messages.
Niara,
with
from the social
worker at ChildLink,
reported
the
threats
to
the
Kisumu
worker at ChildLink, reported the threats to the Kisumu
Central Police
Station,
but again
thebut
police
did
not
take did not take
Central
Police
Station,
again
the
police
any action. She
subsequently
kidnapped and
any was
action.
She was subsequently
kidnapped and
gang raped by
fiveraped
men who
also
inserted
needles
into needles into
gang
by five
men
who also
inserted
her abdomen.
After
the
gang
rape,
she
received
a
her abdomen. After the gang rape, she received a
message, which
statedwhich
that the
rapethat
wasthe
“just
thewas “just the
message,
stated
rape
beginning ofbeginning
her problems.”
of her problems.”
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Uganda:
Uganda:
Incest Incest

BACKGROUND
BACKGROUND

Our goal in Our
thisgoal
caseinisthis
to establish
precedenta precedent
case is toa establish
for government
responsibility
to take additional
for government
responsibility
to take additional
and prosecute
of cases of
Girls with severe
be additionally
steps to investigate
andcases
prosecute
Girls disabilities
with severecan
disabilities
can be additionally steps to investigate
sexual
violence
against
disabled
victims.
vulnerable tovulnerable
abuse making
them
easy
targets
for
sexual violence against disabled victims.
to abuse making them easy targets for

predators. They
have a They
muchhave
harder
time accessing
predators.
a much
harder time accessing
who isSanyu
blind,who
deafisand
mute,
justice than others
oftenand
forced
to suffer
in to sufferSanyu
blind,
deafwas
andraped
mute, was raped
justice and
thanare
others
are often
forced
in
between
Julybetween
and August
when 2007,
her mother
silence. Under
the Ugandan
penal
code defilement
July 2007,
and August
whenwas
her mother was
silence.
Under the
Ugandan
penal codeofdefilement
of
away
at
a
funeral.
When
she
returned,
the
mother
girls under the
age
of
18
is
criminalized
and
the
away at a funeral. When she returned, the mother
girls under the age of 18 is criminalized and the
differentwas
withdifferent
Sanyu’swith
health
maximum penalty
is thepenalty
death is
sentence.
The
noticedwas
something
Sanyu’s health
maximum
the death
sentence. The noticed something
to the
takefather
her totothe
hospital.
Thehospital. The
GovernmentGovernment
of Uganda has
ratified ahas
number
of a number ofand asked the
andfather
asked
take
her to the
of Uganda
ratified
hospital informed
theinformed
father that
regional andregional
international
human rightshuman
instruments
hospital
theSanyu
fatherwas
thatpregnant.
Sanyu was pregnant.
and international
rights instruments
The
father
did
not
tell
the
mother
about
the
pregnancy
that provide that
for the
rights
of
persons
with
disabilities,
The father did not tell the mother about the pregnancy
provide for the rights of persons with disabilities,
until
to by
family acquaintances
who also who also
such as the Convention
the Rightsonand
pressed
to by family acquaintances
such as the on
Convention
theDignity
Rights of
and Dignity
of presseduntil
withdifferent
Sanyu’swith
health.
The health. The
Persons withPersons
Disabilities.
there
is an there is an noticed something
noticeddifferent
something
Sanyu’s
with However,
Disabilities.
However,
had access
the
girl when
shegirl
was
inadequacy of
laws and policies
to address
only people
who to
had
access
to the
when she was
inadequacy
of laws and
policiesthe
to address the only people who
raped
were
her
father
and
three
brothers
who
were
challenges faced
by
women
and
girls
living
with
raped were her father and three brothers who were
challenges faced by women and girls living with
at thefor
time.The
mother
suspects
thesuspects the
disabilities and
a lack ofand
state
led measures
and
her at the
time.The
mother
disabilities
a lack
of state led
measures andcaring for hercaring
threeand
brothers
of rape
and wants
fourwants all four
initiatives that
offer redress
for victims
sexual
all three
brothers
of rapealland
initiatives
that offer
redressoffor
victims of sexual father and allfather
with the
baby,
in order
to in order to
violence, such
as free such
DNA as
testing,
collection
of collection ofto be DNA tested
to be along
DNA tested
along
with
the baby,
violence,
free DNA
testing,
establish paternity.
forensic evidence
andevidence
even accessibility
to clinics, to clinics,
establish paternity.
forensic
and even accessibility
hospitals andhospitals
police stations
for persons
and police
stations with
for persons with
Sanyu
a baby
in April
2008,inwhich
she was
disabilities among
others.
This others.
cultivates
a culture
of a culture
Sanyu
delivered
a baby
April 2008,
which she was
disabilities
among
This
cultivates
of delivered
up. She
nowup.
stays
a home
impunity where
perpetrators
of these crimes
are rarely
forced
to give
Sheatnow
staysforat a home for
impunity
where perpetrators
of these
crimes areforced
rarely to give
children andchildren
youth with
has been
held accountable
for their actions.
anddisabilities.
youth withSanyu
disabilities.
Sanyu has been
held accountable
for their actions.
denied access
to justice
since
she cannot
her identify her
denied
access
to justice
since identify
she cannot
rapist due torapist
her disability,
anddisability,
the government
would
due to her
and the government
would
not pay for DNA
tests
her tests
child,for
herher
father
and
not pay
forfor
DNA
child,
herher
father and her
brothers. Equality
NowEquality
has been
working
on this
case on this case
brothers.
Now
has been
working
with our partner
ActionLegal
for Persons
Equality NowEquality
learnedNow
in 2010
about
severely
with Legal
our partner
Action with
for Persons with
learned
in a
2010
aboutdisabled
a severely disabled
Uganda
to push
for testing
Ugandan girl,Ugandan
Sanyu, who
was raped
a family
Disabilities
(LAPD)
Uganda
to pushthe
for testing the
girl, Sanyu,
whoby
was
raped by a familyDisabilities (LAPD)
father and brothers
andbrothers
for the prosecution
of the
member in 2007
when
was
13. she was 13.
father and
and for the prosecution
of the
member
in she
2007
when
perpetrator. perpetrator.

SANYU’S
CASE CASE
SANYU’S
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ACHIEVEMENTS
ACHIEVEMENTS
Case re-opened
Case re-opened
Equality Now
successfully
raised fundsraised
for DNA
testing.
Equality
Now successfully
funds
for DNA testing.
After sustained
Ugandan
authorities
Afteradvocacy
sustainedwith
advocacy
with
Ugandanthe
authorities the
case has been
reopened.
The
suspects
were
apprecase has been reopened. The suspects were apprehended on 24
August
and DNA
samples
taken.
hended
on2011
24 August
2011
and DNA
samples taken.
Additionally,Additionally,
the police took
from
Sanyu from Sanyu
the DNA
policesamples
took DNA
samples
and her baby
and
to thetaken to the
and
herthese
babyhave
and been
thesetaken
have been
GovernmentGovernment
chemist for review.
chemist for review.
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Pakistan:
Pakistan:
Gang Rape
byRape
Policeby Police
Gang

BACKGROUND
BACKGROUND

SABA’SSABA’S
CASE CASE

Equality Now
learnedNow
in 2011
about
Saba,about
a 16-yearGroups in Pakistan
that women
are women
frequently
Equality
learned
in 2011
Saba, a 16-yearGroups report
in Pakistan
report that
are frequently
old
Pakistani
girl
who
was
kidnapped
and
held
for
a held for a
subjected tosubjected
harassment,
assault
and
rape
at
the
old
Pakistani
girl
who
was
kidnapped
and
to harassment, assault and rape at the
year
during
which
she
was
repeatedly
gang
raped
by a raped by a
hands of lawhands
enforcement
officials. It isofficials.
common
year during which she was repeatedly gang
of law enforcement
It for
is common for
of individuals
including
police
officers
police officers
to refuse
to to
filerefuse
policeto
reports
when
the whennumber
number ofallegedly
individuals
allegedly
including
police officers
police
officers
file police
reports
the
and a civilianand
member
of the
Pakistani
Army
alleged perpetrators
are members
law enforcement.
a civilian
member
of the
Pakistani Army
alleged perpetrators
areofmembers
of law enforcement.
While research
and
statistics
onstatistics
this topicon
arethis
scarce,
While
research
and
topic aare scarce, a
thisgoal
caseinisthis
to set
a precedent
end
Human Rights
Watch
Report
fromReport
1992 reported
that
case
is to set a to
precedent
to end
Human
Rights
Watch
from 1992
reportedOur
thatgoal inOur
police impunity
violenceforagainst
women
andwomen and
policefor
impunity
violence
against
70 percent of
custody
experience
70women
percentinofpolice
women
in police
custody experience
girls.In
girls.
physical or sexual
abuse
at theabuse
handsatofthe
their
jailers.
In jailers.
physical
or sexual
hands
of their
addition, theaddition,
report pointed
out
women
may
often
be
the report pointed out women may often be
In DecemberIn2010,
police2010,
officers
entered
Saba’s
December
police
officers
entered Saba’s
illegally detained
by detained
police forby
indefinite
periods
without
illegally
police for
indefinite
periods without
home on thehome
pretext
brother
on of
thelooking
pretextfor
ofher
looking
for in
her brother in
a formal charge
being
brought
andbrought
that police
a formal
charge
being
androutinely
that police routinely
a minorwith
incident.
Herincident.
brother Her
wasbrother
not
connection
a minor
was not
refuse to register
cases especially
the when theconnection with
refuserape
to register
rape caseswhen
especially
24
24
at
home
and
Saba
was
taken
to
a
house
where
she
at
home
and
Saba
was
taken
to
a
house
where
she
alleged perpetrator
is
a
fellow
officer.
alleged perpetrator is a fellow officer.
was drugged
and
raped
by
a
number
of
men
including
was drugged and raped by a number of men including
police officers.
Sheofficers.
was able
to was
give able
details
distinpolice
She
to of
give
details of distinguishing features
andfeatures
marks on
bodies
some
of of some of
guishing
andthe
marks
onof
the
bodies
the accused.
In accused.
September
Saba 2011,
managed
the
In 2011,
September
Sabatomanaged to
escape while
being while
transferred
a car by two
to two men to
escape
being to
transferred
to amen
car by
whom she was
sold
bywas
her kidnappers.
She was She was
whom
she
sold by her kidnappers.
pregnant aspregnant
a result ofasthe
rapes.of the rapes.
a result

70%
70%

women in police
experience
physical physical
womencustody
in police
custody experience
Saba and her
family
in abject
poverty
are poverty are
Saba
andwho
her live
family
who live
in abject
or sexual abuse
at the
hands
jailers
or sexual
abuse
at of
thetheir
hands
of their jailerstrying to fighttrying
for justice
alleged
police
corrupto fightdespite
for justice
despite
alleged
police corruption and threats
fromthreats
local fundamentalists.
On 9
tion and
from local fundamentalists.
On 9
December 2011,
Saba 2011,
and her
25-year-old
brother,
December
Saba
and her 25-year-old
brother,
who had been
supporting
her
efforts
for
justice,
were
who had been supporting her efforts for justice, were
attacked outside
a local
courtahouse
and Saba’s
attacked
outside
local court
house and Saba’s
brother wasbrother
brutallywas
shotbrutally
dead. shot dead.
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Pakistan:
Rape by
Gang
Police
Rape by Police

Despite
witness
of the
the senior
murder, the senior
Despite witness
accounts
of accounts
the murder,
officer
refused
to take
investigatinginvestigating
police officerpolice
refused
to take
action.
We action. We
with local
Veins
to ensure that
are working are
withworking
local partner
Bluepartner
Veins toBlue
ensure
that
the
police
are held accountable
for crimes committed
the police are
held
accountable
for crimes committed
Saba
andSaba’s
her family.
rape
against Sabaagainst
and her
family.
rape Saba’s
case and
thecase and the
case ofare
herboth
brother
are both
currently in trial.
murder casemurder
of her brother
currently
in trial.
On 2012,
19 January
Sabatogave
birth
to a baby girl.
On 19 January
Saba 2012,
gave birth
a baby
girl.

ACHIEVEMENTS
ACHIEVEMENTS
Arrests in rape
Arrests
andinmurder
rape and
cases
murder cases
Despite initialDespite
refusal initial
on the
refusal
part of
onpolice
the part
to take
of police
action
to take action
against the rapists
againstand
the those
rapistscomplicit
and those
in the
complicit
murderinof
the murder of
Saba’s brother,
Saba’s
pressure
brother,
from
pressure
human from
rightshuman
groupsrights
and groups and
media prompted
mediathe
prompted
government
the government
to take action.
to take
The action. The
High Court took
Highsuo
Court
moto
took
notice
suo moto
of thenotice
case and
of the case and
called for thorough
called for
inquiries
thorough
andinquiries
strict action
and against
strict action
all against all
perpetratorsperpetrators
and the police
and
officers
the police
who officers
failed towho
takefailed to take
action in both
action
the rape
in both
andthe
murder
rape cases.
and murder
Fourteen
cases. Fourteen
arrests have arrests
now been
haveinnow
Saba’s
been
rape
in Saba’s
case and
rape
thecase and the
trial is underway.
trial is underway.

Empowerment
Empowerment
and supportand
of Saba
support of Saba
Equality NowEquality
has been
Now
coordinating
has been coordinating
with our localwith our local
partner Bluepartner
Veins toBlue
provide
Veinssome
to provide
of the some
expenses
of the
forexpenses for
Saba’s medical
Saba’s
treatment
medical
astreatment
well as her
astransportation
well as her transportation
to and from the
to and
court
from
hearings.
the court hearings.
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knowledge
GirlsGirls
needneed
knowledge

of their
rightsthey
before
can
access them
of their rights
before
canthey
access
them

is afor
critical
many girls when “The most difficult
“The most
difficultfor
experience
for me
AdolescenceAdolescence
is a critical time
manytime
girlsfor
when
experience
me was when
mywas when my
vulnerabilities
are
compounded.
This
is
true
everyfather
used
to
bring
me
back
to
my
vulnerabilities are compounded. This is true everyfather used to bring me back to my husband’s husband’s
but in theworld,
developing
girls in this agehouse. I usedhouse.
used from
to runmy
away
from my husband’s
where, but inwhere,
the developing
girls inworld,
this age
to run Iaway
husband’s
groupmore
are usually
socially
and have house because
house
because
he used
to beat
me and my father
group are usually
sociallymore
isolated
and isolated
have
he used
to beat
me and
my father
25
25
social
networks
than
their male counterparts.
togo
force
mewithout
to go back
without
thinner socialthinner
networks
than
their male
counterparts.
used
to forceused
me to
back
taking
into taking into
who are marginalized
due tosocial,
economic, social,
feelings
what I was undergoing
Girls who areGirls
marginalized
due to economic,
considerationconsideration
my feelings ormy
what
I wasorundergoing
educational
or cultural
living in myhouse.
husband’s
educational or
cultural status
are at status
greaterare
riskatofgreater risk of while living inwhile
my husband’s
I usedhouse.
to hateI used to hate
rights
and sexual
abuse in particular.
the nights
husband
would force me
human rightshuman
violations
andviolations
sexual abuse
in particular.
the nights because
my because
husband my
would
force me
add to the
to theirthey
well-being,
they are largely
intohated
sex. Ithat.”
really Given
hated that
that.”
Givenfamily
that Wafa’s family
To add to theTothreat
theirthreat
well-being,
are largely
into sex. I really
Wafa’s
unaware
of
their
rights
with
no
support
systems
to
lived
in
a
state
of
abject
poverty
and
could not even
unaware of their rights with no support systems to
lived in a state of abject poverty and could not even
protest
abuses and
extremely
limited
access to justice.
to feedthemselves,
and clothe Wafa
themselves,
protest abuses
and extremely
limited
access
to justice.
afford to feedafford
and clothe
would Wafa would
a result,that
it isgirls’
critical
girls’ lack ofofknowledgenot
of have hadnot
have had
a chance
access
to justice without
As a result, itAs
is critical
lackthat
of knowledge
a chance
at access
to at
justice
without
their rights,
poverty,
isolation,
status as
minorities, etc.
theof
intervention
of Equality Now.
their rights, poverty,
isolation,
status
as minorities,
etc.
the intervention
Equality Now.
aresoaddressed
so that
violations
their
are addressed
that violations
of their
rightsofcan
berights can be
• Similarly,
the
girls sex
in our Brazil sex
prevented. prevented.
• Similarly, the
poverty ofthe
thepoverty
girls inof
our
Brazil
as minority
well as their
minority
tourism case,tourism
as wellcase,
as their
status,
madestatus, made
themfor
ripe
targets for Further
exploitation.
Further vulnerabilithem ripe targets
exploitation.
vulnerabili“If they
keep on educating
the girls about
“If they keep
on educating
the girls about
ties
such
as
disabilities
make
girls
easy target for
sexualwe
violence
will Ifget
there. If I hadties such as disabilities make girls an easy targetanfor
sexual violence
will getwe
there.
I had
as isby
exemplified
by case
the Uganda case
predators as predators
is exemplified
the Uganda
the information
I have
now...
I would have
the information
I have now...
I would
have
where
blind,
deaf
girlbywas
where a blind,
deaf aand
mute
girland
wasmute
raped
herraped by her
reported
him immediately.”
reported him
immediately.”
own family members.
own family members.
-Mary
-Mary
Educating
their rights
throughorthe school or
Educating girls
on their girls
rightsonthrough
the school
from all backgrounds
subjectbut
to violence,
butsystems
Girls from all Girls
backgrounds
are subject toare
violence,
other
systems
provide
other
helps
providehelps
girls with
the girls
toolswith
theythe tools they
factors
increasing
girls’ include
vulnerability
include poverty,
factors increasing
girls’
vulnerability
poverty,
in order towhere
understand
wherebethey might be
need in orderneed
to understand
they might
minority
status.
from low income
isolation and isolation
minority and
status.
Girls from
lowGirls
income
and know
wheregothey
exploited andexploited
know where
they might
for might
help if go for help if
backgrounds
may
for
example
be
traded
for
money,
backgrounds may for example be traded for money,
they are.
Creating
dedicated
spaces
foran
girls is also an
they are. Creating
dedicated
spaces
for girls
is also
while to
their
access
to justice,ofknowledge
rights
while their access
justice,
knowledge
their rightsof theirimportant
important
strategy for
providing
mutual support,
strategy
for providing
mutual
support,
ability may
to negotiate
may be
extremely curtailed.
and ability toand
negotiate
be extremely
curtailed.
improving
girls’ selfimparting
perception,
imparting
improving girls’
self perception,
new
skills new skills
26
26
and
creating
new
opportunities.
and creating new opportunities.
• In Wafa’s
case,
her father
married
• In Wafa’s case,
her father
married
her off
at ageher off at age
11 due
to the
poverty
the hope
having one less
11 due to poverty
and
hopeand
of having
oneofless
• Equality
Protect
our Girl Children”
• Equality Now’s
“Let’s Now’s
Protect“Let’s
our Girl
Children”
mouth
feed.
was then
to violent
mouth to feed.
She to
was
thenShe
subjected
to subjected
violent
project
in Zambia
contains
safe spaces compoproject in Zambia
contains
a safe
spacesa compoof her
husband.
abuse at the abuse
hands at
of the
her hands
husband.
Despite
her Despite hernent where girls
nentbenefit
wherethrough
girls benefit
through
creation of social
creation
of social
attempts
to
return
home,
her
father
repeatedly
sent
attempts to return home, her father repeatedly sent
networks, networks,
her
back.ofShe
of thisand
experience
and said,
her back. She
spoke
thisspoke
experience
said,
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of their
leadership
skills and rights
developmentdevelopment
of their leadership
skills
and rights
education.
Girls in indicated
safe spaces
education. Girls
in safe spaces
thatindicated that
because
of the
program,
theytoknow
how to identify
because of the
program,
they
know how
identify
address harassment.“(Safe
spaces) has really
and address and
harassment.“(Safe
spaces) has really
us, as
we how
didn’t
how to protect
helped us, ashelped
we didn’t
know
toknow
protect
ourselves,
how
to defend
ourselves
ourselves, how
to defend
ourselves
from
boys… from boys…
Like,
you are
we did
Like, when you
arewhen
harassed,
weharassed,
did not know
by not know by
thenharassment.
that it was harassment.
then that it was
But now thatBut
we now
are that we are
know
that this is and
harassment and
educated, weeducated,
know thatwe
this
is harassment
what it.”
to do
about
it.” -Safe
Space
Age 17,
what to do about
-Safe
Space
Member,
AgeMember,
17,
Grade 9,
Chazanga
Grade 9, Chazanga
Basic
School.Basic School.
• spoke
Maryofalso
of theofimportance
of girls
• Mary also
the spoke
importance
girls
knowing
morerights
aboutand
their
rights
knowing more
about their
how
sheand how she
wishes
had morewhen
information
when the crime
wishes she had
moreshe
information
the crime
occurred.
I was
in things
schoolwere
such things were
occurred. “When
I was “When
in school
such
not talked
about
buta now
I think
a lot has changed
not talked about
but now
I think
lot has
changed
andchanged
is still being
andon
if they keep on
and is still being
andchanged
if they keep
thesexual
girls about
sexual
violence
educating theeducating
girls about
violence
we will
get we will get
If I had theI information
there. If I hadthere.
the information
have now…II have
wouldnow…I would
have
him immediately.”
have reported
himreported
immediately.”
• from
An WAR
activist
from WAR
Lahore who partnered
• An activist
Lahore
who partnered
Now on
Mariam’s
case in Pakistan
with Equality with
NowEquality
on Mariam’s
case
in Pakistan
spokethe
to us
about theofimportance
also spoke toalso
us about
importance
providing of providing
girls withofknowledge
their
girls with knowledge
their rights.of“A
lot rights.
of work“A lot of work
has
to
be
done
to
prevent
sexual
has to be done to prevent sexual violence fromviolence from
occurring,
including
throughraising
awareness
occurring, including
through
awareness
and raising and
withempowering
a focus on empowering
girls
sensitization sensitization
with a focus on
girls
themselves
through
rights education.”
themselves through
rights
education.”
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GirlsGirls
needneed
a supportive
a supportive
environment
environment
where they
where
canthey
voice
can
their
voice
concerns/violations
their concerns/violations
of rightsof rights
withoutwithout
fear of stigma
fear ofor
stigma
disbelief.
or disbelief.

Before girls Before
can confidently
violations
ofviolations
their
girls can voice
confidently
voice
of their • Similarly,•Niara
Similarly,
said, “It
Niara
is very
said,
hard
“It is
tovery
copehard
andto cope and
rights, they must
assured
their audience
willaudience willvery hard tovery
rights,be
they
must that
be assured
that their
forget
hard
what
to forget
happened.
what Ihappened.
just try to I just try to
believe thembelieve
and support
them.
them and
support them.
cope with life.
cope
After
with
thelife.
second
After the
defilement
secondI defilement
became I became
very down. Ivery
am down.
still attending
I am stillthe
attending
doctor to
the
get
doctor to get
medication. medication.
I am not happy
I amwith
not life
happy
because
with life
I keep
because I keep
getting sick.getting
I blamesick.
myself
I blame
and Imyself
really don’t
and I see
really don’t see
myself as a myself
girl.” as a girl.”

STIGMASTIGMA

“I find it hard
“I find
to ittrust
hardanyone.
to trustAtanyone.
times IAt
felttimes I felt
girls clearly
these need
girls clearly
the support
need the
of family
support
andof family and
that it wasthat
myitfault
wasand
my blamed
fault andmyself
blamed
formyselfWhile
for these While
community to
community
help themtodeal
helpwith
them
thedeal
emotional
with the emotional
it.”
it.”
upheaval they
upheaval
are experiencing,
they are experiencing,
they are instead
they met
are instead met
-Mary

-Mary

with disbeliefwith
or stigma.
disbelief or stigma.

A common theme
A common
encountered
theme encountered
in our casesinisour
thecases is the
As observedAs
in observed
Mary’s case
in Mary’s
in Zambia
caseand
in Zambia
Mariam’s
and Mariam’s
societal stigma
societal
facedstigma
by victims
facedonce
by victims
a crime
once
hada crime had
case in Pakistan,
case in
the
Pakistan,
young victims
the young
mayvictims
try andmay
keeptry and keep
occurred. For
occurred.
young girls,
For young
this can
girls,
be especially
this can be especially the crime a the
secret
crime
outaofsecret
shame
out
oroffear.
shame
Onceorrevealed
fear. Once revealed
damaging during
damaging
their during
formative
their
years
formative
when years
they are
when theytoare
family, there
to family,
is a strong
therechance
is a strong
thatchance
the victim’s
that the victim’s
struggling with
struggling
issues of
with
self-identity.
issues of self-identity.
Children areChildren
more arefamily
moremay cover
familyup
may
thecover
matter
uptothe
protect
matterthe
to “honor”
protect the “honor”
likely to internalize
likely tofeelings
internalize
of shame,
feelingsdevelop
of shame,
lowdevelop
self
low
of self
the familyofthus
the sacrificing
family thusthe
sacrificing
young girl’s
the young
rights as
girl’s rights as
esteem andesteem
blame themselves
and blame themselves
for the violation
for the
thatviolation
has
that
wellhas
as her psychological,
well as her psychological,
emotional and
emotional
physicaland physical
occurred and
occurred
may misinterpret
and may misinterpret
the maltreatment
the maltreatment
as
as
wellbeing.
Where
wellbeing.
women
Where
andwomen
girls’ bodies
and girls’
are bodies are
27
27
punishment punishment
for perceived
forpast
perceived
transgressions.
past transgressions.
A
A
perceived
asperceived
being linked
as being
with familial
linked with
‘honor’
familial
such‘honor’ such
number of our
number
plaintiffs
of our
have
plaintiffs
voicedhave
feelings
voiced
of feelings of reactions arereactions
especially
areprevalent.
especially prevalent.
impaired trust
impaired
and selftrust
blame.
and self blame.
• Mariam •talked
Mariam
abouttalked
her fear
about
of being
her fear
disbeof being disbe• Mary said• “The
Marymost
saiddifficult
“The most
part difficult
about this
part about this lieved whenlieved
she initially
when made
she initially
the complaint.
made theShe
complaint. She
experience is
experience
that it never
is that
heals
it never
and people
heals and
find itpeople find said,
it
“They will
said,blame
“Theyme,
willcall
blame
me me,
a liarcall
andme
say
a liar
no and say no
hard to understand
hard to understand
you. I find it you.
hard Ito
find
trust
it hard to trust
Mariam’s
lawyer
Mariam’s lawyer
father couldfather
do such
could
a thing.”
do such
a thing.”
anyone. (crying)
anyone.
At times
(crying)
I feltAtthat
times
it was
I feltmy
thatfault
it was my faultadded, “Theadded,
biggest“The
challenge
biggestinchallenge
tackling cases
in tackling
of cases of
and blamedand
myself
blamed
for it.”myself for it.”
sexual violence
sexual
is the
violence
social isstigma
the social
and stigma and
ostracizationostracization
for making the
for offence
making the
public.The
offence public.The
Makeda, to
“This
Makeda,
experience
“This has
experience has victim / survivor
• According
• toAccording
victim
and
/ survivor
her family
andinher
majority
familyofincases,
majority of cases,
forced me toforced
grow me
up very
to grow
quickly.
up very
I have
quickly.
become
I have become
do not pressdocharges
not press
for charges
the fear of
forathe
backlash
fear of by
a backlash by
very cautious
very
andcautious
suspicious
andof
suspicious
people and
of people
overall and overall
the society as
thewell
society
as the
asaccused.
well as the
Since
accused.
we liveSince
in we live in
have lost myhave
free lost
spirit.”
my free spirit.”
a society where
a society
a great
where
dealaofgreat
emphasis
deal ofisemphasis
placed is placed
on virginity, the
on virginity,
stigma for
theadolescent
stigma for girls
adolescent
such asgirls such as
Mariam is greater
Mariam
and
is greater
the choices
and the
to come
choices
forward
to come forward
limited.”
limited.”
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• This was• also
This
thewas
case
also
with
theMary
casewho
withwas
Mary who was
“I felt very“Ibad.
felt very
I felt bad.
like I am
felt different
like I am from
different
ashamed and
ashamed
embarrassed
and embarrassed
coming forward
coming
onlyforward only
other girlsother
of mygirls
age.”
of my age.”
after developing
after an
developing
STD.
an STD.
-Mariam -Mariam

from

• In Niara’s• case
In Niara’s
in Kenya,
case
implicating
in Kenya, her
implicating
father her father
• Makeda•who
Makeda
is now who
23, speaks
is now of
23,how
speaks
her of how her
as a rapist and
as athereby
rapist and
causing
thereby
‘dishonor’
causingto‘dishonor’
her
to her
brave decision
brave
to take
decision
her case
to take
forward
her case
wasforward was
family, led tofamily,
her being
led totargeted
her being
by targeted
her own by her own
extremely burdensome
extremely burdensome
and traumatic
andespecially
traumatic especially
relatives. relatives.
during her teenage
during her
years
teenage
when,years
muchwhen,
like her
much
otherlike her other
adolescent friends,
adolescent
she friends,
felt the need
she felt
to the
‘fit in.’
need
Even
to ‘fit in.’ Even
• A lawyer•from
A lawyer
EWLA from
who worked
EWLA who
on Makeda’s
worked on Makeda’s
as she changed
as she
schools
changed
to avoid
schools
being
to avoid
recognized,
being recognized,
case discussed
casethe
discussed
role of stigma
the role
in of
sexual
stigma
violence
in sexual violence
news of her news
rape case
of hercontinued
rape casetocontinued
follow her.toShe
follow her. She
cases involving
cases
girls
involving
and said,
girls
“Ifand
she said,
is raped
“If she
andis raped and
spoke of embarrassment
spoke of embarrassment
and being shunned
and being
by shunned
her
by her
she is not a she
virgin,
is not
no one
a virgin,
would
nomarry
one would
her. She
marry her. She
peers duringpeers
her schoolgirl
during heryears.
schoolgirl
Whenyears.
askedWhen
if
asked if
would always
would
be taken
always
as be
a spoiled
taken as
good.”
a spoiled good.”
she shared her
she story
shared
with
herclose
storyfriends
with close
she said,
friends she said,
“My friends “My
do not
friends
know.
doI have
not know.
not told
I have
them
not told them
Taking a case
Taking
to court
a case
means
to court
that means
many inthat
the many in the
because I am
because
embarrassed
I am embarrassed
about it. Thisabout
is a it. This is a
community will
community
come towill
know
come
a violation
to knowhas
a violation
occurred.
has occurred.
stigma, andstigma,
if they know
and ifabout
they know
what about
happened
whatI happened I
This leaves the
Thisvictim
leavesand
theher
victim
family
andvulnerable
her familytovulnerable to
fear they willfear
seethey
me in
willbad
seelight.
me in
They
badwill
light.
talkThey will talk
negative public
negative
scrutiny.
public
Victims
scrutiny.
oftenVictims
feel humiliated
often feelas
humiliated as
about me behind
about my
meback.
behind
I don't
my back.
think Ithey
don'twill
think
feelthey will feel
unpleasant details
unpleasant
of thedetails
violation
of the
emerge
violation
andemerge
becomeand become
sorry for mesorry
and understand
for me and understand
me. So I decided
me. So
toI decided to
public knowledge.
public knowledge.
keep it to myself.
keep itI don't
to myself.
wantI my
don't
friends
wantto
my
know
friends to know
my story and
myI don't
story want
and I to
don't
be judged
want toby
bepeople.”
judged by people.”
• Makeda•spoke
Makeda
of thespoke
embarrassment
of the embarrassment
she
she
experiencedexperienced
during the trial
during
and the
said,
trial
“Itand
wassaid, “It was
• Niara had
• a Niara
similarhad
response
a similar
when
response
askedwhen
if sheasked if she
extremely embarrassing
extremely embarrassing
going to thegoing
court.toThere
the court. There
shares
her
story
shares
with
her
her
story
friends.
with
her
She
friends.
said
that
She
said that
would be lines
would
of people
be lineswatching
of people
mewatching
becauseme
it because it
when
the
girls
when
in
her
the
safe
girls
house
in
her
ask
safe
her
house
why
ask
she
her
is
why she is
was rare forwas
a girlrare
to escape
for a girlafter
to escape
being abducted
after being abducted
there
them,
she“What
tells them,
brought
“What
youbrought
here is you here is
and on top of
and
that
ontake
top of
herthat
abductor
take her
to abductor
court.” to court.” there she tells
what brought
what
me brought
here.” She
mewent
here.”onShe
to say,
went“ifon
I to say, “if I
share my story
share
with
mythem
storythen
withthey
them
willthen
seethey
me will see me
differently. They
differently.
will talkThey
about
willme
talkand
about
useme
theand use the
information against
information
me.”against me.”

ACCEPTANCE
ACCEPTANCE
AMONGAMONG
PEERS PEERS

AcceptanceAcceptance
among peers
among
is especially
peers iscraved
especially
during
craved during
• Mary said,
• “IMary
neversaid,
wanted
“I never
to talk
wanted
to mytofriends
talk to my friends
the adolescent
the adolescent
years. Teensyears.
wantTeens
to be want
regarded
to beasregarded as
about the case
about
butthe
they
case
all knew
but they
about
all knew
it. Some
about it. Some
“normal” and
“normal”
want toand
“fit want
in.” For
to “fit
thisin.”
reason,
For this
abuses
reason, abuses
were understanding
were understanding
and sensitive
and
butsensitive
most of but
them
most of them
that take place
that during
take place
the adolescent
during the adolescent
years are allyears
the are all the
made fun ofmade
me and
fundid
of me
not and
caredid
about
not my
carefeelings.
about my feelings.
more damaging
moreasdamaging
girls feel isolated,
as girls feel
ashamed
isolated,
and
ashamed
may and may
This was theThis
most
was
difficult
the most
period
difficult
I hadperiod
to go I had to go
be ostracized
beby
ostracized
school mates
by school
and friends.
mates and friends.
though.” though.”
• While talking
• While
abouttalking
her feelings
about her
during
feelings
her during her
• Wafa said• that
Wafa
while
saidsome
that while
of hersome
friends
ofknew
her friends knew
medical examination
medical examination
Mariam said,Mariam
“I felt very
said,bad.
“I felt
I very bad. I
“Deep
inside,
“Deep
I
inside, I
about what about
she was
what
going
shethrough,
was going
through,
felt like I am felt
different
like I am
from
different
other girls
fromofother
my age.
girlsIfof my age. If
didn’t want didn’t
anybody
want
to anybody
know about
to know
my situation;
about my situation;
my friends learn
my friends
about learn
the occurrence
about the occurrence
I am afraid I am afraid
some of them
some
triedoftothem
ask about
tried towhat
ask about
happened
what happened
they will think
they
of me
will in
think
a negative
of me inway
a negative
and their
way and their
and why I am
and
divorced.
why I am
It was
divorced.
quite Itembarrassing
was quite embarrassing
families will stop
families
them
willfrom
stopbeing
them friends
from being
with friends
me.” with me.”
to me.”
to me.”
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VICTIM BLAMING
VICTIM BLAMING
Often when aOften
violation
occurs,
the blame
is the
laid blame
upon is laid upon
when
a violation
occurs,
the girl for inviting
the
attack
upon
herself
in
some
way in some way
the girl for inviting the attack upon herself
and her appearance,
clothing
and
freedom
of
mobility
and her appearance, clothing and freedom of mobility
scrutinized byscrutinized
the law enforcement,
her community
by the law enforcement,
her community
and sometimes
her
own
family.
As
mentioned
above,
and sometimes her own family. As mentioned above,
such attitudes
often
lead girls
to internalize
feelings
of feelings of
such
attitudes
often
lead girls to
internalize
self-reproachself-reproach
and blame. Each
of
the
girls
in
our
and blame. Each of the girls in our
AGLDF casesAGLDF
spoke cases
of the spoke
negative
impact
theseimpact these
of the
negative
attitudes hadattitudes
on their self-esteem
and
morale.
had on their self-esteem and morale.
In Zambia, forInexample,
during
a meeting
to adiscuss
Zambia, for
example,
during
meeting to discuss
Mary’s case, Mary’s
the Minister
stated
that she
case, of
theEducation
Minister of
Education
stated that she
believed schoolgirls
needed
to
dress
conservatively
believed schoolgirls needed to dress conservatively
so as not to encourage
thereby
shifting
the shifting the
so as not toattacks
encourage
attacks
thereby
blame from the
perpetrators
onto
the
victims.
Similarly,
blame from the perpetrators onto the victims. Similarly,
the prosecutor
Makeda’s case
claimedcase
that claimed
she
theinprosecutor
in Makeda’s
that she
invited the attack.
invited the attack.

• Mariam also
spoke ofalso
negative
from
her
• Mariam
spokereactions
of negative
reactions
from her

own family members
especially
herespecially
aunts who
own family
members
hermade
aunts who made
her feel responsible
for
the
violation
saying,
“My
aunts
her feel responsible for the violation saying, “My aunts
humiliated me
many times
blamed
what me for what
humiliated
meand
many
times me
andfor
blamed
happened which
was
very
painful.”
happened which was very painful.”
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GirlsGirls
whowho
are victims
of sexual
violence
are
victims
of
sexual
violence
in particular need assurance that they will not be re-victimized
in particular need assurance that they will not be re-victimized
through through
the legalthe
system.
legal system.

Across all ourAcross
cases all
weour
have
observed
legal
systemslegal systems
“Many policemen
me a liar,
a fraud
cases
we have
observed
“Manycalled
policemen
called
me aand
liar,said
a fraud and said
presenting almost
insurmountable
barriers
to
justice
for
you
are
doing
something
wrong.
Very
few
of
presenting almost insurmountable barriers to justice for
you are doing something wrong.them
Very few of them
adolescent girls.
Dismissive
condemning
attitudes
understood what
I was trying
say trying
and few
adolescent
girls.and
Dismissive
and condemning
attitudes
understood
whatto
I was
to said
say and few said
of police, prosecutors,
judges
and
medical
examiners
that
this
girl
should
get
justice.
While
I
was
describof police, prosecutors, judges and medical examiners
that this girl should get justice. While I was describas well as cumbersome
court procedures
the make theing the occurrence
was too afraid
to tell
the to tell all the
as well as cumbersome
courtmake
procedures
ing theI occurrence
I was
too all
afraid
legal processlegal
disheartening
and
often
re-victimizing.
details
and
frightened
that
they
would
harm
me,
kill harm me, kill
process disheartening and often re-victimizing.
details and frightened that they would
While confidence-building,
inclusion andinclusion
rights and rights
me or punishme
me.”
lawyer
added,
“Mariam
While confidence-building,
or Mariam’s
punish me.”
Mariam’s
lawyer
added, “Mariam
education of education
girls is important,
the
deterrent
effect
of
was
made
to
narrate
the
story
to
male
policemen
of girls is important, the deterrent effect of
was made to narrate the story to male policemen
the law playsthe
an law
important
roleimportant
in the prevention
again.
to believe
plays an
role in theofprevention of over and overover
andThe
overpolice
again.refused
The police
refused to believe
sexual violence.
Justice
systems
must
provide
swift
that
it
was
possible
for
a
father
to
rape
his
sexual violence. Justice systems must provide swift
that it was possible for a fatherdaughter.
to rape his daughter.
justice to adolescent
to send
a clear
message
No effort wasNo
made
collect
forensic
and forensic
other and other
justice tovictims
adolescent
victims
to send
a clear message
efforttowas
made
to collect
that such violations
will
not
be
tolerated.
In
order
for
evidence
and
the
investigating
officer
did
not
record
that such violations will not be tolerated. In order for
evidence and the investigating officer
did not record
this to happen,
legal
systems
must
be
equipped
to
the
statements
of
the
witnesses
as
were
submitted
this to happen, legal systems must be equipped to
the statements of the witnesses as were submitted
cater to the specific
of adolescents
leered
and
funand
of Mariam
and
cater toneeds
the specific
needs of including
adolescents includingby them. He by
them.
Hemade
leered
made fun
of Mariam and
through the use
of screens/in
camera
trials,camera
limit ontrials,
the limit oncursed
taking
fortaking
the physical
through
the use of
screens/in
the her while
cursed
her her
while
her for the physical
length of trials,
sensitivity
in cross
examinations
and
length
of trials,
sensitivity
in cross examinations
andexamination.”examination.”
medical examinations
and
sensitization
and
training
to
medical examinations and sensitization and training to
address biased
attitudes
of law
enforcement
person• Niara highlighted
of actionlack
on her
case from
address
biased
attitudes
of law enforcement
person• Niaralack
highlighted
of action
on her case from
nel, judges, medical
examiners
etc.
In order to
law enforcement
and said, “I am
withannoyed
the
nel, judges,
medical
examiners
etc.access
In order to access
law enforcement
andannoyed
said, “I am
with the
the justice system,
girls
who
have
suffered
abuse
need
police
because
they
keep
taking
information
on
the
the justice system, girls who have suffered abuse need
police because they keep taking information on the
to be assuredtothat
the legalthat
system
will not
makewill
their
case but theycase
are not
anything.
They
took myThey took my
be assured
the legal
system
not make their
but doing
they are
not doing
anything.
life more difficult
than
not
accessing
the
system.
phone
and
phone
numbers
but
I
have
not
heard
life more difficult than not accessing the system.
phone and phone numbers but I have not heard
Currently, legal
systemslegal
around
the world
arethe
lessworld
thanare less than
anything fromanything
them and
it’sthem
beenand
almost
six almost six
Currently,
systems
around
from
it’s been
ideal and present
obstacles
for
girls
accessing
justice.
months.”
ideal and present obstacles for girls accessing justice.
months.”

POLICE,POLICE,
PROSECUTOR
AND AND
PROSECUTOR
JUDICIAL
ATTITUDES
JUDICIAL
ATTITUDES

• Wafa in recalling
the judge
• Wafaher
in experience
recalling herwith
experience
with the judge
said, “I was so
scared
to
appear
before
the
judge
said, “I was so scared to appear
before the judge
as it was my as
firstit experience
a court.
At the
was my firstentering
experience
entering
a court. At the
beginning, the
judge
was
very
kind
and
understandbeginning, the judge was very kind and understandLaw enforcement
officials are officials
often skeptical
Law enforcement
are oftenand
skeptical ing
and
and I believed
he Iwould
support
me. support
However,me. However,
ing and
believed
he would
condescending
towards victims
and their
families
and families and
condescending
towards
victims
and their
afterwards, when
my
husband
came
before
the before the
afterwards, when my husband came
may even trymay
to convince
not to file
their
cases.
even try them
to convince
them
not
to file their cases.
judge, the judge
asked
me whether
judge,
the judge
asked my
me husband
whether my husband
used to beat used
me. At
that
point,
I
was
so
scared
of so scared of
to beat me. At that point,
I was
• In Mariam’s
in Pakistan,
policemen
• case
In Mariam’s
casethe
in Pakistan,
the policemen my husband that I changed my answers and said
my husband that I changed my answers and said
were disbelieving
uncooperative
and tried to and tried to
were and
disbelieving
and uncooperative
that he did not
abuse
me.
I felt
that
the Ijudge
that
he did
notThen
abuse
me.
Then
felt that the judge
dissuade Mariam
from Mariam
filing a complaint,
her telling her
dissuade
from filing atelling
complaint,
changed his changed
attitude towards
me. towards
The problem
wasproblem was
his
attitude
me.
The
that this would
tarnish
her father’s
that
this would
tarnishreputation.
her father’s reputation. that the judge was dealing with my case as if I am a
that the judge was dealing with my case as if I am a
Mariam consistently
he should
have
Mariam responded
consistentlythat
responded
that
he should have
grown up woman.
am justthat
a child.
grownHe
up forgets
woman.that
HeI forgets
I am just a child.
thought of that
beforeofhe
raped
her.he
Mariam
thought
that
before
raped recalled
her. Mariam recalled
her experience
the law enforcement
and said,
herwith
experience
with the law enforcement
and said,
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have or
been unaware
of changes
rape laws
His decisionHis
was
either I was
go back
toI my
have been
unaware in
of the
changes
in theand
rape laws and
decision
either
go husband,
back to myorhusband,
have asked have
victims
to present
the crimeto the crime
pay the restpay
of the
wasdower.
very upset
asked
victimswitnesses
to presenttowitnesses
thedower.
rest ofI the
I wasabout
very upset about
a change
in athe
law noinlonger
his decision.”
sentiment
echoedwas
by an
despite
change
the lawrequiring
no longer requiring
hisThis
decision.”
Thiswas
sentiment
echoed by despite
an
witnesses.
activist fromactivist
YWU who
said,
“The
judge
treated
witnesses.
from YWU who said, “The judge treated
Wafa as an Wafa
adult in
and
wasand
asked
asthe
an court
adult in
theshe
court
she to
was asked to
A further complication
is corruptionisincorruption
the legal system.
return the dowry.”
A further complication
in the legal system.
return the dowry.”
In Mariam’s In
case
her lawyer
havehad
the to
prosecuMariam’s
casehad
her to
lawyer
have the prosecususpended
for accepting
from bribes from
tor on
the case suspended
forbribes
accepting
“The problem
that the
wasjudge was tor on the case
“Thewas
problem
wasjudge
that the
the perpetrator
and his lawyer.
the perpetrator
and his lawyer.
dealing with
my case
I am as
a grown
dealing
withas
myifcase
if I amup
a grown
up

woman. He
forgetsHethat
I am that
just aI am
child.”
woman.
forgets
just a child.”•

Makeda •spoke
of corruption
her case and
the
Makeda
spoke ofincorruption
in her
case and the
powerlessness
she
felt
because
of
the
perpetrator’s
powerlessness she felt because of the perpetrator’s
wealth. She wealth.
said, “The
only
works
those
in for those in
Shelaw
said,
“The
law for
only
works
• According• toAccording
Makeda, to
“The
judge did
not
workdid
to not work
Makeda,
“The
judge
to
power.
If youpower.
have money
or are
in politics,
can
If you have
money
or areyou
in politics,
you can
enforce any enforce
kind of legal
process
andprocess
I think the
any kind
of legal
and I think the be protected.
had money
to silence
beHe
protected.
He had
moneymy
tovoice.
silence my voice.
legal systemlegal
as asystem
whole has
change.”
as atowhole
has to change.”
His crime was
Hisaccepted.”
crime was accepted.”

-Wafa

-Wafa

The impactThe
this impact
attitudethis
hasattitude
on adolescent
girls is
has on adolescent
girls is
uniquely damaging.
As
a
young
girl’s
behavior
and
charuniquely damaging. As a young girl’s behavior and character is called
into
she is and
madeshe
to isfeel
acter
is question
called intoand
question
made to feel
degraded, itdegraded,
is likely that
experience
be signifiit isthe
likely
that the will
experience
will be significantly morecantly
psychologically
damaging for
her thanforit her than it
more psychologically
damaging
In many of our
cases,
crossduring
examinations,
In many
ofduring
our cases,
cross examinations,
would be for
an
adult.
An
adolescent
girl
may begirl may
would be for an adult. An adolescent
be
judges,
prosecutors
and
lawyers
treat
young
girls young girls
judges,
prosecutors
and
lawyers
treat
strongly impacted
the attitudes
of attitudes
police andof police and
stronglybyimpacted
by the
without
the
sensitivity
that
is
appropriate
given
their age
without
the
sensitivity
that
is
appropriate
given their age
prosecutorsprosecutors
and she mayand
begin
blame
herself
for the
sheto
may
begin
to blame
herself for the
and
the
seriousness
of
the
violation.
The
judge
in
28
and
the
seriousness
of
the
violation.
The
judge in
violation andviolation
feel emotions
ofemotions
guilt and shame.
and feel
of guilt and shame. 28
Mariam’s case
reprimanded
her
so
harshly
for
speaking
Mariam’s case reprimanded her so harshly for speaking
softly
while
testifying
about
her rape
thather
she
burst
softly while
testifying
about
rape
thatinto
she burst into
• Mariam •recalled
numerous
duringtimes
the during the
Mariam
recalledtimes
numerous
tears
during
the
proceedings.
tears
during
the
proceedings.
process when
she started
internalizing
the negativethe negative
process
when she
started internalizing

INSENSITIVITY
IN CROSS
INSENSITIVITY
IN CROSS
EXAMINATIONS
EXAMINATIONS

and accusatory
around
her. around
She started
to started to
and attitudes
accusatory
attitudes
her. She
Not only areNot
cross-examinations
conducted in
a harsh in a harsh
only are cross-examinations
conducted
blame herself
for
the
violation
and
for
putting
her
blame herself for the violation and for putting her
and abrasiveand
tone,
irrelevant
questions
behavior,
abrasive
tone,
irrelevantabout
questions
about behavior,
family through
the through
trauma of
legal process.
She
family
thethe
trauma
of the legal
process. She
past
sexual
history,
dress
and
motivations
are
brought
past
sexual
history,
dress
and
motivations
are brought
said, “I usedsaid,
to weep
all the
time and
felttime
thatand
I must
“I used
to weep
all the
felt that I must
into
proceedings
by
magistrates
and
judges
who
often
into
proceedings
by
magistrates
and
judges
who often
be a very bad
but bad
with girl
timebut
I realized
that
begirl
a very
with time
I realized that
mirror
the
police
in
terms
of
disbelieving
the
complaint,
mirror the police in terms of disbelieving the complaint,
nothing will change
I will
cry.” if I will cry.”
nothing ifwill
change
calling the victim’s
questioninto
or question
marginal-or marginalcalling character
the victim’sinto
character
izing
the
seriousness
of
the
violation
committed.
izing
the
seriousness
of
the
violation
committed.
To compound
problem,the
police
themselves
may lack may lack
To the
compound
problem,
police themselves
Attitudes
such
as
these,
which
are
steeped
in
biases
Attitudes
such
as
these,
which
are
steeped
in biases
knowledge regarding
rights
violations
and
the
knowledgehuman
regarding
human
rights
violations
and the
and
stereotypes,
serve
to
further
revictimize
the
and stereotypes, serve to further revictimize the
legislation surrounding
them. In thethem.
KenyaInFGM
case, FGM case,
legislation surrounding
the Kenya
complainant.
Such treatment
rarely different
in cases
complainant.
Suchistreatment
is rarely
different in cases
the police admitted
to admitted
lacking knowledge
FGMaround FGM
the police
to lacking around
knowledge
of
adult
rape
victims
around
the
world
but
in
the
case
of
adult
rape
victims
around
the
world
but in the case
and the law and
and the
admitted
police
trainings
on trainings
the issueon the issue
law and
admitted
police
of
girls,
the
impact
of
such
intimidation
can
be
even
of
girls,
the
impact
of
such
intimidation
can be even
would be helpful.
partnersOur
in Pakistan
wouldOur
be helpful.
partners have
in Pakistan have
more
damaging
because
of
their
additional
vulnerability
more damaging because of their additional vulnerability
expressed knowledge
instancesofwhere
the police
expressed of
knowledge
instances
where the police
and lack of support
and lackstructures.
of support structures.
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• In Makeda’s
for example,
theexample,
appeals the appeals • In the Zambia
caseZambia
for instance,
Mary’s
teacher
• In the
case for
instance,
Mary’s teacher
• Incase
Makeda’s
case for
court judge court
in his judge
decision
to reverse
she wasthat
his she
‘girlfriend’
tried to and
use tried to use
was hisand
‘girlfriend’
in his
decisionthe
to original
reverse the originalclaimed thatclaimed
verdict stated
that “the
evidence
suggests
that
the
this as his excuse
minor.
this asfor
hisraping
excusea for
raping a minor.
verdict
stated
that “the
evidence
suggests
that the
act was consensual,”
without
citing
any
particular
act was consensual,” without citing any particular
evidence contesting
accountthe
of forcible
evidencethe
contesting
account of forcible
abduction and
rape that
ledrape
to the
the
abduction
and
thatconviction
led to theofconviction
of the
defendants defendants
following their
trial. Judge
following
their Ube
trial. believed
Judge Ube believed
Makeda wasMakeda
not raped
abducted
thebecauseMedical
wasornot
raped orbecause
abducted
the
examinations
can be especially
Medical examinations
can betraumatic
especiallyfortraumatic for
health reporthealth
was inconclusive
as to whether
report was inconclusive
as she
to whether young
she girls, young
many of
whom
have
never had
girls,
many
of whom
havegynecologinever had gynecologiwas a “freshwas
virgin,”
and virgin,”
“no oneand
wants
rape
a “fresh
“noto
one
wants to rape
cal
exams
before.
To
be
exposed,
probed
and
exam- and examcal
exams
before.
To
be
exposed,
probed
29
29
anyone whoanyone
is not awho
virgin.”
When
speaking
of speaking
the
When
of the
is not
a virgin.”
ined
by a stranger,
perhaps
without
the
ability
to
ined by a stranger, perhaps without the ability to
judge’s insensitivity,
Makeda said,
“The judge
the judgechoose
judge’s insensitivity,
Makeda
said, in
“The
in the a doctor
with
whom she
choose
a doctor
withmight
whomfeel
shemore
might feel more
first case wanted
me wanted
to give up
and
live
first case
methe
to case
give up
the
case andcomfortable,
live
can be a terrifying
often re-victimizing
comfortable,
can beand
a terrifying
and often re-victimizing
with the perpetrator.”
She went onShe
to say,
felttohesay, “I experience
with the perpetrator.”
went“Ion
felt he
for
any woman,
let alone
an let
adolescent
experience
for any
woman,
alone an girl.
adolescent girl.
[the judge] was
me and did
[the completely
judge] was dismissive
completelyofdismissive
of me and did
not think I had
right
to bring
the to
men
to court.”
notthe
think
I had
the right
bring
the men to court.”
• A number• ofAthe
plaintiffs
spoke
of being
uncomnumber
of the
plaintiffs
spoke
of being uncom-

TRAUMATIC
MEDICAL
EXAMSEXAMS
TRAUMATIC
MEDICAL

fortable andfortable
embarrassed
during the medical
and embarrassed
during the medical

“I felt he [the
judge]
was
completely
“I felt
he [the
judge]
was completely
examination.examination.
Makeda said,
“I was said,
scared
and scared and
Makeda
“I was
dismissivedismissive
of me andofdid
not
think
I
had
the
embarrassed.
I
was
examined
by
a
male
medical
me and did not think I had the
embarrassed. I was examined by a male medical
professionalprofessional
(I believe he(Iwas
studying
to be
a
believe
he was
studying
to be a
right to bring
men tothe
court”
rightthe
to bring
men to court”

doctor) at a doctor)
really bad
not say
word
at afacility.
really He
baddid
facility.
He adid
not say a word
to me. The examination
was very uncomfortable
to me. The examination
was very uncomfortable
and he didn't
tryhe
to didn't
make try
meto
feel
better.
am better.
not
and
make
meI feel
I am not
Often, the first
tactic
defense
is attorneys
to
Often,
theused
first by
tactic
used attorneys
by defense
is to
sure he would
have
been able
though.”
sure
he would
havetobeen
able to though.”
challenge the
victim’s character
construct
challenge
the victim’sand
character
andfictitious
construct fictitious
romantic liaisons
and liaisons
interests.
romantic
and interests.
What makesWhat
the exam
even
is that
the is that the
makes
the more
exampainful
even more
painful
examiners often
bring
their
biases
and
stereotypes
into
examiners often bring their biases and stereotypes
into
• In Makeda’s
the prosecutor
“I think said “I think
• Incase
Makeda’s
case the said
prosecutor
their reporting.
attitudes
areattitudes
all too common
with
theirSuch
reporting.
Such
are all too
common with
Makeda wasMakeda
like, ‘please
rape‘please
me.’” rape me.’”
was like,
regard to female
victims
of especially
violence
regard
to female
victims ofsexual
especially
sexual violence
but are likelybut
to be
victims who
areparticularly
likely to be damaging
particularlytodamaging
to victims who
• In Mariam’s
case,
her father’s
accused
• In
Mariam’s
case, lawyer
her father’s
lawyer accused
are girls. Examiners’
analysis
in
the
medical
report
may
are girls. Examiners’ analysis in the medical report may
Mariam of being
romantically
involved withinvolved
her
Mariam
of being romantically
with her
be based not
the medical
examination
but rather onbut rather on
beon
based
not on the
medical examination
cousin and of
concocting
rape allegation
cousin
and of the
concocting
the rape allegation
the victim’s appearance
so that for example
if she
the victim’s appearance
so that for
example if she
against her father
revenge
his disapproval
of
againstasher
father for
as revenge
for his disapproval
of
happens to happens
be wearing
theyclothing
do not they
consider
to clothing
be wearing
do not consider
the match. the match.
appropriately
conservative
medico-legal
officers
may
appropriately conservative medico-legal officers may
fill out the report
a manner
on their
personal
fill outinthe
report inbased
a manner
based
on their personal
This can be This
especially
traumatic
can behumiliating
especially and
humiliating
andfortraumatic for
biases that such
clothing
is inappropriate
wear. In
biases
that such
clothing is inappropriate
wear. In
adolescent girls
as theirgirls
private
lives private
are openly
adolescent
as their
lives are openly
Pakistan forPakistan
example,for
this
may mean
on the
example,
thisstating
may mean
stating on the
scrutinized. scrutinized.
AccusationsAccusations
that may seem
an trivial to an
thattrivial
may to
seem
medical exam
form that
theform
girl that
is “habitual”
meaning – meaning
medical
exam
the girl is– “habitual”
adult can inflict
hurt
and confusion
a
adultimmense
can inflict
immense
hurt andupon
confusion
upon a
of loose morals.
Thismorals.
is not only
the
of loose
Thisdemeaning
is not only to
demeaning
to the
younger person.
In addition,
emergence
of girls’
younger
person. the
In addition,
the emergence
of girls’
young victimyoung
but may
irreparably
the case.
victim
but mayharm
irreparably
harm the case.
sexuality during
puberty
is often
unfairly
usedunfairly
to call used to call
sexuality
during
puberty
is often
Instead of being
sensitive
and
non-judgmental
during
Instead
of being
sensitive
and non-judgmental
during
their characters
question,
toquestion,
shift blame
the from the
theirinto
characters
into
to from
shift blame
the examination,
examiners
may
be
disbelieving
of
the examination, examiners may be disbelieving of
perpetrator perpetrator
to the victimtoand
makeand
it seem
as ifitthe
thetovictim
to make
seem as if the
victims and victims
even tryand
to discourage
from proceedeven try to them
discourage
them from proceedvictim had somehow
the violence
upon
herself.
victim hadinvited
somehow
invited the
violence
upon herself.
ing with the ing
legal
case.
with
the legal case.
-Makeda

-Makeda
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is no
separate
area for com• Mariam
of her during
experience
is no “There
separate
waiting
areawaiting
for com• Mariam spoke
of herspoke
experience
the during the said, “There said,
plainants
and their
families.
I hated
waiting in court
medical
saiddid
to me,‘you
did something
plainants and
their families.
I hated
waiting
in court
medical exam,
“She exam,
said to“She
me,‘you
something
because
it
was
full
of
men
who
stared
very
wrong
and
had
relations
with
a
boy
and
now
because it was full of men who stared at us. Often at us. Often
very wrong and had relations with a boy and now
wewaited
stood out
andinwaited
out outside
in the open
you are
I felt The
humiliated. The
we stood and
the open
the outside the
you are blaming
yourblaming
father.’ your
I felt father.’
humiliated.
court or in
corridors.
should be separate
who are
to conduct medical court or in corridors.
There
shouldThere
be separate
doctors whodoctors
are assigned
to assigned
conduct medical
areasand
for women
children
in courts. Also
girls in my
situation
should
to areassitting
for women
childrenand
in courts.
Also
examinationexamination
of girls in myofsituation
should
speak
to speaksitting
victims
like
me
should
only
be
called
to
us
kindly
and
believe
us.
She
inflicted
on
me
the
victims like me should only be called to court when court when
us kindly and believe us. She inflicted on me the
it isand
necessary
and once
presentshould
testimony should
pain I had experienced
on the of
occurrenceitofis necessary
once present
testimony
same pain I same
had experienced
on the occurrence
recorded
in a timely
manner
we do not have
be recordedbe
in a
timely manner
so we
do notsohave
the rape.” the rape.”
to waitMariam
for hours.”
that the
wasMariam
thankfulwas
thatthankful
the
to wait for hours.”
judge
in
her
case
had
approved
an
application
to
judge in her case had approved an application to
from
her father
duringand
testimony and
separate herseparate
from herher
father
during
testimony
thisnot
facility
had
not been
provided it would
said, “If this said,
facility“Ifhad
been
provided
it would
have been
extremely
difficult
for me
have been extremely
difficult
for me
to deliver
myto deliver my
In some
countries
such as
Zambia, there
In some countries
such
as Pakistan
andPakistan
Zambia,and
there
statement.”
Mariam’s
lawyer
added,
statement.” Mariam’s lawyer added, “There is no “There is no
are no arrangements
for young
victims
are no arrangements
for young victims
in court
to in court to law which protects
law which
the victim’s
and no
theprotects
victim’s identity
and identity
no
outthe
of perpetrator,
sight of the perpetrator,
either
the
testify out oftestify
sight of
either through
the through provision
of special
methods of
of provision
special methods
of recording
ofrecording of
use ofprocedures
in-camera or
procedures
or screens.
Young victims
use of in-camera
screens. Young
victims
evidence
in case ofvictims
vulnerable
victims (through
evidence in case
of vulnerable
(through
forced
relive of
the
trauma
theirfacing
rape while facing
are forced toare
relive
the to
trauma
their
rapeof
while
video,
etc).
Victims
are
exposed
to their
video, etc). Victims are exposed to their
their They
victimizers.
may
forced
to wait outsideperpetratorsperpetrators
their victimizers.
may beThey
forced
tobe
wait
outside
in and
openare
court
and are badgered
in open court
badgered
the court
sight of the and
perpetrator
the court in plain
sightinofplain
the perpetrator
often and often beyond reason.”
beyond reason.”
have person
no support
personcourt
to explain
court procedures
have no support
to explain
procedures
and the
legislative
as amatter
whole.what
No matter what
and the legislative
process
as aprocess
whole. No
In Wafa’s
case
however,
there
were no such
• In Wafa’s•case
however,
there
were no
such
thevictim
age of
victim
is, theyas
areadults
treated
the age of the
is,the
they
are treated
byas adults by
procedures
in place young
to separate
young
procedures in
place to separate
victims
fromvictims from
lawyers, prosecutors,
police with
and no
judges
with no regard
lawyers, prosecutors,
police and judges
regard
to makeless
testimony
less intimidating
perpetratorsperpetrators
to make testimony
intimidating
for the
immense
such an can
experience can
for the immense
trauma
that trauma
such anthat
experience
and traumatizing.
She to
was
forced
to testify in front
and traumatizing.
She was forced
testify
in front
inflict upon ainflict
child.upon a child.
of
her
abusive
husband
and
this
resulted
in her
of her abusive husband and this resulted in her
so scared
during herthat
testimony
that she
becoming sobecoming
scared during
her testimony
she
“I didn’t
know about
anything
about court
story
told
thehejudge
“I didn’t know
anything
court
changed herchanged
story andher
told
theand
judge
that
had that he had
not abused her.
procedures,
andincluding
nobody including
the not abused her.
procedures,
and nobody
the

OF SPECIAL
PROCEDURES
LACK OFLACK
SPECIAL
PROCEDURES
FOR YOUNG
FOR YOUNG
VICTIMSVICTIMS

lawyer
judge me
informed
about them.”
lawyer and
judgeand
informed
about me
them.”

• Mary
about how
testifying
• Mary talked
abouttalked
how testifying
in court
wasin court was
traumatic
that she
suffered
sleepless nights.
so traumaticso
that
she suffered
sleepless
nights.
court
for me. I remember
“Testifying in“Testifying
court wasinnot
easywas
for not
me.easy
I remember
• Mariam
was
forced
to wait
outside the court• Mariam was
forced to
wait
outside
the courthaving
sleepless
nights,
and
got
sick
having sleepless nights, and got sick and tired of and tired of
view of the perpetrator,
room in plainroom
viewinofplain
the perpetrator,
as there wasas there was
about the case.”
talking abouttalking
the case.”
no special
for child
victims and families.
no special waiting
areawaiting
for childarea
victims
and families.
In addition,
she to
was
forced
to testify
the
In addition, she
was forced
testify
in front
of thein front of
In addition,
as may
young
may be
unaware of their
In addition, as
young girls
begirls
unaware
of their
view of
herWar
father
until War Against
judge in plainjudge
viewinofplain
her father
until
Against
rights
they
may
experience
a
great
deal of confusion
rights they may experience a great deal of confusion
Rapeand
intervened
obtained
special permission
Rape intervened
obtainedand
special
permission
while going
the legal
process.
This
while going through
the through
legal process.
This
can lead
to can lead to
from
to put up
a screen separating
from the judge
to the
putjudge
up a screen
separating
feelingsand
of despair
and helplessness.
feelings of despair
helplessness.
from the perpetrator.
Mariam fromMariam
the perpetrator.
When askedWhen
aboutasked
the about the
most aspect
challenging
of the case
most challenging
of theaspect
case Mariam
said,Mariam said,
• When
about
her level of involvement
in
• When asked
aboutasked
her level
of involvement
in
thethe
court
was
the most
part I
“Visiting the “Visiting
court was
most
difficult
part difficult
I
the legal
process
Mariam
spoke ofand
confusion and
the legal process
Mariam
spoke
of confusion
experienced.”
She talked
aboutexperithe painful experiexperienced.”
She talked about
the painful
isolation
stating,
was
unable to understand
isolation stating,
“Often
I was“Often
unableI to
understand
ence
of waiting
before
ence of waiting
outside
courtoutside
beforecourt
hearings
andhearings and
weretodescribing
to me or understand
what peoplewhat
werepeople
describing
me or understand
what
was
happening
around
me.”
what was happening around me.”

-Wafa
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• Similarly
“I was so
confused and
• Similarly Wafa
said, “IWafa
was said,
so confused
and
frightened
when
I started
to visitI didn’t
the court. I didn’t
frightened when
I started
to visit
the court.
know
anything
court procedures,
and
know anything
about
court about
procedures,
and
nobody
the judge
lawyerinformed
and judge
nobody including
theincluding
lawyer and
meinformed me
And
I wasto
too
scared
to ask. Maybe
about them.about
And I them.
was too
scared
ask.
Maybe
thethat
lawyer
felttoo
that
I wastotoo
young to understand
the lawyer felt
I was
young
understand
the procedures
the court. Sometimes,
the procedures
of the court.ofSometimes,
I was not I was not
able to the
understand
theposted
questions
even able toeven
understand
questions
by posted by
the
judge.
I
was
not
able
to
concentrate
on my
the judge. I was not able to concentrate on my
studies,
I knew
that next
Saturday
I have to
studies, when
I knewwhen
that next
Saturday
I have
to
school
go with
mythe
uncle
and the lawyer
leave schoolleave
and go
with and
my uncle
and
lawyer
to attend
session
to attend a session
in athe
court.”in the court.”
far processes
as the legalgo,
processes
go, our cases
As far as theAs
legal
our cases
that it is
for lawyers and
demonstratedemonstrate
that it is important
forimportant
lawyers and
make
surevictims
that young
prosecutors prosecutors
to make suretothat
young
are victims are
informed
about
developments
in
the
informed about developments in the case such ascase such as
changes
in the perpetrator’s
bail and/or imprisonment
changes in the
perpetrator’s
bail and/or imprisonment
status.
Victims
all their questions
status. Victims
should
haveshould
all theirhave
questions
in order confusion.
to minimizeLack
confusion.
Lack of
answered inanswered
order to minimize
of
information
regarding
the
legal
process
can
information regarding the legal process can be intimi- be intimidating
andvictims
even deter
fromwith
continuing
with the
dating and even
deter
fromvictims
continuing
the
prosecution.prosecution.
Makedaher
described
herand
confusion
• Makeda •described
confusion
anger and anger
when
was not
informed
about key developwhen she was
notshe
informed
about
key developments
in court proceedings
and said,
ments in court
proceedings
and said, “I gave
up “I gave up
felt that
goingtoto happen to
hope and felthope
that and
nothing
wasnothing
going towas
happen
them [the perpetrators].
I wasn't
present
them [the perpetrators].
I wasn't present
when
they when they
an Iappeal
and I that
heard
after that they
requested anrequested
appeal and
heard after
they
were
released.
The court
havemy
requested my
were released.
The
court should
haveshould
requested
presence
duringhearings
the appeal
but they never
presence during
the appeal
buthearings
they never
did.same
It was
the same
during the sentencing.
I was
did. It was the
during
the sentencing.
I was
askedinto
appear
court.
I did not understand
not asked tonot
appear
court.
I didinnot
understand
It iswith
a problem
the legal system.”
that process.that
It isprocess.
a problem
the legalwith
system.”
Such
in legal
systems
leads to extreme
Such treatment
in treatment
legal systems
leads
to extreme
disillusionment
as in
exemplified
Makeda’s statedisillusionment
as exemplified
Makeda’s in
statement,system
“The legal
systemdid
in Ethiopia
ment, “The legal
in Ethiopia
not help did
me.not help me.
protected
him [the perpetrator]
more than me.”
It protected Ithim
[the perpetrator]
more than me.”
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GirlsGirls
needneed
assurance
assurance

that access
justice
be swift
so swift
that they
canthey
continue
with their
lives.
thattoaccess
towill
justice
will be
so that
can continue
with
their lives.

words, own
“Both
my uncles
Mariam’s
words,
“Bothare
mypoor
uncles are poor
“I am frustrated
that this has
on for
so on forInsoMariam’s Inown
“I am frustrated
thatgone
this has
gone
people
and
to
visit
court
they
had
to
take
leave
from
people
and
to
visit
court
they
had
to
take leave from
long. I have
toldI have
my story
long.
told to
mymany
storydifferent
to many different
their work and
when
defense
lawyer
did not
their
workthe
and
when the
defense
lawyer did not
people butpeople
nothing
changed
buthas
nothing
has or
changed or
appear in court
we felt
very we
low.”
has Mariam
been has been
appear
in court
feltMariam
very low.”
improved.”
improved.”
meeting withmeeting
a psychologist
who is helping
with a psychologist
whoher
is deal
helping her deal
-Fabiana

-Fabiana

with anger and
memories
well as the
withupsetting
anger and
upsettingasmemories
as well as the
trauma of the
trial.
The
activist
from
WAR
Lahore
trauma of the trial. The activist from WAR Lahore
It is unreasonable
to expose girls
to long girls
and to
lengthy
It is unreasonable
to expose
long and lengthy
who workedwho
withworked
Mariamwith
said,Mariam
“Perhaps
the
most the most
said,
“Perhaps
trials that willtrials
takethat
away
theirmore
childhood
willeven
take more
awayof
even
of their childhood
difficult aspect
of Mariam’s
case,
for all case,
those for all those
difficult
aspect of
Mariam’s
than the violation
of their
rights
has.already
A former
than the
violation
ofalready
their rights
has. A former
involved, was
the length
thelength
legal process.The
involved,
wasofthe
of the legal process.The
prosecutor involved
in trafficking
in thecases
US, when
prosecutor
involved incases
trafficking
in the US, when
judicial system
is
slow
and
legal
proceedings
are
judicial system is slow and legal proceedings
are
approachedapproached
by us for advice
on
a
case
of
sex
by us for advice on a case of sex
lengthy resulting
in cases
lingering
for lingering
years. This
lengthy
resulting
in cases
for years. This
trafficking oftrafficking
a young girl
Virginia,
that
if the that if also
of ainyoung
girlconfided
in Virginia,
confided
the leads toalso
increased
addingcosts
another
leads tocosts
increased
adding another
girl had been
daughter
hedaughter
would never
approach
girlhishad
been his
he would
never approachfinancial burden
on survivors
and
their families
as families as
financial
burden on
survivors
and their
the legal system,
especially
a sex trafficking
the legal
system,onespecially
on a sexcase.
trafficking case.
well as the organizations
supporting
them.”
well as the organizations supporting them.”
His reasoning
that thewas
lengthy
and the trial
types
Hiswas
reasoning
that trial
the lengthy
and the types
of questionsofasked
wouldasked
prevent
the prevent
girl fromthe
putting
questions
would
girl from putting
• Makeda,• after
pursuing
herpursuing
case forher
over
eight
Makeda,
after
case
for over eight
her trauma behind
her and
proceeding
with her life.with her life. years, is stillyears,
her trauma
behind
her and proceeding
seeking
justice
from justice
the Ethiopian
is still
seeking
from the Ethiopian
government.government.
The case before
the African
The case
before Commisthe African CommisIn most of the
cases
we
have
observed
lengthy
trials
In most of the cases we have observed lengthy trialssion is fraught
with
delays and
government
has
sion
is fraught
with the
delays
and the government
has
and repeated
adjournments
which have which
been physiand
repeated adjournments
have been physi-not been forthcoming
or cooperative
in responding
not been forthcoming
or cooperative
in responding
cally and emotionally
exhausting for
all those for
involved
cally and emotionally
exhausting
all those involved
to these requests.
Makeda
spoke
aboutspoke
the about the
to these
requests.
Makeda
especially the
victim. For
this is girls this is
especially
theadolescent
victim. For girls
adolescent
process andprocess
said, “The
case
is
still
ongoing
andongoing
my
and said, “The case is still
and my
especially problematic
given
that
a
lengthy
trial
is
a
especially problematic given that a lengthy trial is a only comment
that the African
has
onlyis comment
is that Commission
the African Commission
has
constant reminder
of reminder
the violation
thatviolation
has occurred.
constant
of the
that has occurred.not been able
get justice
as well.
nottobeen
able toserved
get justice
served as well.
During the teenage
years,
while years,
developmentally
still a
During the
teenage
while developmentally
stillAlthough
a
theAlthough
legal systems
aresystems
different,are
I somethe legal
different, I somechild, the recurring
visits
to court
andtore-telling
of the
child, the
recurring
visits
court and
re-telling of the
times wonder
if
the
process
is
unfavorable
to
times wonder if the process is unfavorable to
event can have
a lasting
negative
impact.
event
can have
a lasting
negative impact.
women in both
places.”
women
in both places.”
• Mariam’s• case
first went
to first
trial went
in May
Mariam’s
case
to 2010;
trial in May 2010;• In the Brazil
case
victims
spent years
• In
the the
Brazil
case have
the victims
have spent years
however, thehowever,
first hearing
did not
takedid
place
the first
hearing
notuntil
take place untilwaiting for the
Brazilian
government
to take action
waiting
for the
Brazilian government
to take action
January 2011.
Mariam,
herMariam,
family and
lawyers
January
2011.
herher
family
and her lawyers
on their caseonagainst
the men
who
abused
them
on
their case
against
the
men who
abused
them on
went to court
every
prepared
to prepared
testify buttothe
went
to week
court every
week
testify butthe
theboat. One
victim,
Fabiana,
initially
provided
a
the boat. One victim, Fabiana, initially provided a
case was adjourned
time for
reasons
beyond
case waseach
adjourned
each
time for
reasons beyond
statement tostatement
the Brazilian
authorities
2007 but in
to 2007 but to
to the
Brazilianinauthorities
their control,their
such
as delaying
tactics
by the
control,
such as
delaying
tactics by the
date she hasdate
not she
received
justice.
She justice.
stated, She
“I amstated, “I am
has not
received
perpetrator perpetrator
and his lawyer,
precarious
andahis
lawyer, asecurity
precarious security frustrated that
this hasthat
gone
onhas
for gone
so long.
I have
frustrated
this
on for
so long. I have
situation, and
an inefficient
legal
system.
With
situation,
and an
inefficient
legal
system. With told my story
to
many
different
people
but
nothing
told my story to many different people but nothing
regard to theregard
court to
hearings,
Mariam
discussed
the court
hearings,
Mariam discussed has changed
or changed
improved.orI improved.
told my story
to my
the story to the
has
I told
how the frequent
delays
weredelays
extremely
how the
frequent
wereemotionally
extremely emotionally
police four years
policeago.”
four years ago.”
and financially
for draining
her family.
anddraining
financially
for her family.
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IV. LEARNING
FROM FROM
IV. LEARNING
ADOLESCENT
GIRLS’ LEGAL
FUND (AGLDF)
CASES CASES
ADOLESCENT
GIRLS’ DEFENSE
LEGAL DEFENSE
FUND (AGLDF)

GirlsGirls
needneed
support
services
support
services

that arethat
girl are
centered
and sensitive
to their to
specific
needs with
a focus
girl centered
and sensitive
their specific
needs
with on
a focus on
addressing
vulnerabilities,
empowering
the victim
giving
agency
addressing
vulnerabilities,
empowering
theand
victim
andher
giving
her and
agency and
the ability
to
make
her
own
decisions.
the ability to make her own decisions.
Girls must be
provided
with
timely legal,
healthlegal,
and health and to try and achieve
a more
positive
mental
state.mental state.
Girls
must be
provided
with timely
to try and
achieve
a more
positive
counseling services
so services
that theirso
immediate
are needs are
Despite the Despite
fact thatthe
shefact
is still
justice,
the justice, the
counseling
that theirneeds
immediate
thatawaiting
she is still
awaiting
met and themet
harmful
effects
of
the
violation
can
be
counseling
and
health
services
have
assisted
her
in
and the harmful effects of the violation can be
counseling and health services have assisted
her in
minimized. Services
must
be tailored
the
more
self assured
andassured
developing
more
minimized.
Services
mustto
beensure
tailoredthat
to ensure
that becoming
the
becoming
more self
and adeveloping
a more
needs of theneeds
victimofare
foremost
priority
and priority
that
of the
future.ofShe
wrote
a
thethe
victim
are the
foremost
and thatpositive outlook
positive
outlook
the recently
future. She
recently
wrote a
victims feelsvictims
confident
and
empowered
to make herto make herletter to Equality
saying,Now,
“I amsaying,
very happy,
my happy, my
feels
confident
and empowered
letterNow,
to Equality
“I am very
own decisions.
life has changed
and
I have started
a new
life a new life
own decisions.
life has
changed
and I have
started
made
me lose
again…What
I have gone Ithrough
through
made me lose
again…What
have gone
my ambitions
from now
a new
life a new life
Counseling Counseling
services areservices
crucial inare
helping
victims
crucialyoung
in helping
young victims
mybut
ambitions
butI have
from started
now I have
started
and I colors
will continue
to continue
pray to God
to process and
attemptand
to move
past
traumatic
to process
attempt
totheir
move
past their traumaticfull of flying colors
full of flying
and I will
to pray to God
to help me overcome
difficulties…I
am glad to am glad to
experiencesexperiences
to help meany
overcome
any difficulties…I
have peoplehave
like you
supporting
in times me
of in times of
people
like you me
supporting
need.”
need.”
“What I have
gone
through
made
me
lose
“What I have gone through made me lose

my ambitions
but from now
I have
started
my ambitions
but from
now
I havea started a
Legal services
were
provided
to provided
all our plaintiffs
to plaintiffs to
Legal
services
were
to all our
new life full
oflife
flying
am glad Itoam gladsecure
new
fullcolors…
of flying Icolors…
to justice
and to
act as
a strong
signal
to wouldsecure
justice
and
to act as
a strong
signal to wouldhave people
like
you supporting
me in times
have
people
like you supporting
me in be
times
perpetrators
that there will
bethere
no impunity
for impunity for
be perpetrators
that
will be no
of need.” of need.”
violations. Those
providing
legal
services
must
ensuremust ensure
violations.
Those
providing
legal
services

that the victim
at the
center
thecenter
process,
that
all
thatisthe
victim
is atofthe
of the
process,
that all
actions are taken
in are
her taken
best interest
and interest
that every
actions
in her best
and that every
is explained
her. It is important
step of the
process istoexplained
to her. It is important
• Mariam •wasMariam
initially advised
to stay
inside
was initially
advised
toher
stay insidestep
her of the process
for
girls
to
understand
that
their
opinions
matter
and matter and
for
girls
to
understand
that
their
opinions
home and have
minimal
contact
with
others
in
the
home and have minimal contact with others in the
that
their
lawyer
has
their
best
interests
at
heart.
In at heart. In
that their lawyer has their best interests
community; community;
however, due
to Equality
involvehowever,
dueNow’s
to Equality
Now’s involveaddition, legal
proceedings
should be tailored
addition,
legal proceedings
shouldto
bebe
tailored to be
ment, Mariam
nowMariam
sees a now
counselor
encour-who encourment,
sees awho
counselor
sensitive to sensitive
the needstoofthe
adolescent
by providing
needs of victim
adolescent
victim by providing
ages her to ages
go onher
with
and seek
theand
comtoher
go life
on with
her life
seek the comfacilities for screens,
in-camera
facilities for
screens,testimony,
in-camerasensitivity
testimony,insensitivity in
pany of others
and
tohelps
focusher
on to
schooling.
pany
of helps
othersher
and
focus on schooling.
cross
examinations
and
speedy
trials
etc.
cross examinations and speedy trials etc.
She is also being
by her familybytoher
take
She isencouraged
also being encouraged
family to take
courses in computer
As aliteracy.
result of
courses inliteracy.
computer
Asthis
a result of this
her gratitude
about
the quality
• Mary
voiced her
gratitude
aboutofthe quality of
support, Mariam
is doing
wellisand
according
support,
Mariam
doing
well andtoaccording to • Mary voiced
legal
support
she
received
from
her
lawyer
and
legal
support
she
received
from
her lawyer and
WAR and her
counselor
she
has
become
confident,
WAR and her counselor she has become confident,
Equality
Now
stating,
“I
felt
involved
in
the
case
Equality Now stating, “I felt involved in
in the case in
self assured,self
and
focusedand
on focused
her studies.
assured,
on her studies.
that my auntthat
andmy
myaunt
lawyer
kept updating
andKelvin
my lawyer
Kelvin kept updating
biggest
supporter
be mywould
aunt be
who
me...My
biggestwould
supporter
my aunt who
• Niara’s traumatic
in Kenya ledintoKenya
an led tome...My
• Niara’sexperiences
traumatic experiences
an
was
by
my
side
the
whole
time.
Then
my
lawyer
was
by
my
side
the
whole
time.
Then
my lawyer
urgent needurgent
for both
counseling
and
medical
need for both counseling and medical
who
gave
me
hope
and
fought
hard
for
my
case
who gave me hope and fought hard for my case
assistance. assistance.
Suffering extreme
forms
of sexual
Suffering
extreme
forms of sexual
Equality
who made
andatmy
friendsNow
at Equality
Now the
who made the
violence twice
as welltwice
as her
status
violence
as HIV
wellpositive
as her HIV
positive status and my friends
follow ups and
made
I received
To justice. To
follow
upssure
and that
made
sure thatjustice.
I received
have led Niara
to led
become
Equality Now
have
Niara depressed.
to become depressed.
Equality Now
all
these
people
I
am
so
thankful.
These
people
all
these
people
I
am
so
thankful.
These
people
worked to make
sure
that
Niara
was
receiving
the
worked to make sure that Niara was receiving the
never
made
me
feel
guilty
for
what
happened
but
never made me feel guilty for what happened but
appropriate appropriate
medical helpmedical
and that
sheand
received
help
that she received
made me feel
comfortable.”
made
me feel comfortable.”
counseling to
help her process
herprocess
experiences
and
counseling
to help her
her experiences
and

-Niara

-Niara
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V.V.

RECOMMENDATIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS

V. RECOMMENDATIONS
V. RECOMMENDATIONS

Preliminary recommendations
emanating from
our
Preliminary recommendations
emanating
from our
respond torespond
and provide
forprovide
the specific
to and
for the specific
work with girls
include:
work
with girls include:
needs of adolescent
girls,
including
needs of adolescent girls, including

through: through:
1. To prevent
violations
of girls’ rights,
1. To
prevent violations
of girls’ rights,
empower girls
by providing
them withthem with • Gender-sensitivity
empower
girls by providing
training including
specialized
• Gender-sensitivity
training
including specialized
rights’ education,
support systems
rights’ education,
supportand
systems and training on women’s
rights
and trainings
on the
training on
women’s
rights and
trainings on the
networks,networks,
including through:
applicable laws
in particular
to violence
including through:
applicable
laws relating
in particular
relating to violence

against women
and women
girls, for and
all points
of contact
against
girls, for
all pointsforof contact for
• Classes •for girls
on
their
rights,
essential
skills
girls
in
the
legal
system
(police,
prosecutors,
Classes for girls on their rights, essential skills
girls in the legal system (police, prosecutors,
(based on what
theyon
need)
information
how
medical examiners,
(based
whatand
they
need) andon
information
on how
medicaljudges)
examiners, judges)
to address violations
to address violations
• Speedy and
minimallyand
invasive
medical
exams
• Speedy
minimally
invasive
medical exams
• Girl-only•safeGirl-only
spaces safe
in schools
or
communities
without
cumbersome
reporting
requirements
spaces in schools or communities
without cumbersome reporting requirements
to provide girls
essentialgirls
social
networks
andnetworks
skills and skills
to provide
essential
social
• Special measures
formeasures
adolescent
in trials, girls in trials,
• Special
forgirls
adolescent
such
as:
such
as:
To prevent
violations
of girls’ rights,
2. To
prevent violations
of girls’ rights,

2.
challenge challenge
gender stereotypes
and change
gender stereotypes
and change
separate waiting
rooms
for young
and
separate
waiting
rooms
forvulneryoung and vulnerattitudes that
perpetuate
gender
inequality
attitudes that perpetuate gender inequality
able victims and
sowitnesses
that they do
not have
able witnesses
victims and
so that
they do not have
and normalize
violence against
girls
and girls andto encountertotheencounter
and normalize
violence
against
perpetrator
the court
theinside
perpetrator
inside the court
women, including
women, through:
including through:
sensitivity in cross
examinations
to counter to counter
sensitivity
in cross examinations
• Creative •use Creative
of mediause
to challenge
widely
held widely held
of media to
challenge
harassment of
victims, especially
through
harassment
of victims,
especially through
stereotypes about
genderabout
roles gender
and traditional
stereotypes
roles and traditional comments about
dress about
and behavior
thatbehavior
feed intothat feed into
comments
dress and
practices andpractices
beliefs that
to violence
andlead
beliefs
that leadagainst
to violence against
gender stereotypes
gender stereotypes
girls and educate
the educate
public about
girls human
girls and
the public
about girls human
rights
rights
the use of screens
cameraor
testimony
the useorofinscreens
in camera testimony
procedures so
that the girl
notthe
re-traumatized
by
procedures
soisthat
girl is not re-traumatized
by
• Use of positive
models and
people
of people
• Userole
of positive
role other
models
and other
of to face
having
her
perpetrator
in
court
having to face her perpetrator in court
high influence
in particular
to
high
influence communities
in particular communities
to
challenge and
encourage
of attitudes
challenge
andchange
encourage
change of attitudes
keep girls informed
andinformed
provide them
accurate
keep girls
and provide
them accurate
and enablingand
information
the legal
process
enablingabout
information
about
the legal process
• Encouragement
of voices of girl
leadersoftogirl
help
• Encouragement
of voices
leaders to help
and its outcomes
and its outcomes
frame the debate
on
girls’
rights
frame the debate on girls’ rights
a limit on theanumber
victim
called
to is called to
limit on of
thetimes
number
of is
times
victim
• Training of
personnel
topersonnel
report on issues
• media
Training
of media
to report on issues
testify or givetestify
policeorstatements
give police statements
of violations of girls’
rightsofingirls’
a non-sensational,
violations
rights in a non-sensational,
consistent and
effective
manner
that
encourages
consistent and effective manner
that encourages time limits within
the legal
proceedings
time which
limits within
which
the legal proceedings
debate
debate
must be initiated
concluded
mustand
be initiated
and concluded
• Awareness
in communities
through
• raising
Awareness
raising in communities
through
4. To better
of violations
of
4. address
To bettercases
address
cases of violations
street theatre,
local
campaigns,
discussion
groups
street theatre, local campaigns, discussion groups
girls’ rights,
provide
easily
accessible,
girls’
rights,
provide
easily accessible,
and workshops
and workshops

of

interconnected,
girl-centered
support support
interconnected,
girl-centered
services
(including
health,
counseling
and
services (including health, counseling
and
3. To prevent
and
betterand
address
3. To
prevent
betterviolations
address violations
legal
services)
for
victims.
legal services) for victims.
of girls’ rights,
equip
legalequip
systems
of girls’
rights,
legaltosystems to
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o prevent oand
address
of rights of
is girls,
critical
that
prevent
andviolations
address violations
ofgirls,
rightsit of
it is
critical that

institutional
systems, including
laws and policies
mechanisms
to enforcetothem,
are them, are
institutional
systems, including
laws andand
policies
and mechanisms
enforce
properly established
and that the
circumstances
and needsand
of adolescent
girls are girls are
properly established
andspecial
that the
special circumstances
needs of adolescent
taken intotaken
account
designing
and implementing
such systems.
laws
intoinaccount
in designing
and implementing
suchGender-sensitive
systems. Gender-sensitive
laws
and properly
legal systems
systems
at empowerment
of
andfunctioning
properly functioning
legalcoupled
systemswith
coupled
withaimed
systems
aimed at empowerment
of
girls will have
effect of deterring
potential violations
of girls’ rights
andrights and
girls the
willcombined
have the combined
effect of deterring
potential violations
of girls’
encouraging
girls to claim
rights.
encouraging
girlstheir
to claim
their rights.
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February 2006
Age 13 years

February 2006
Age 13 years

August 2008

School teacher

School teacher

Father and
circumciser

Father and
circumciser

Father

Father

Zambia - Rape
by Teachers

Zambia - Rape
by Teachers

Kenya–Female
Genital
Mutilation
(FGM)

Kenya–Female
Genital
Mutilation
(FGM)

Pakistan –
Incest

Pakistan –
Incest

Age 15 years

2009

Age 15 years

2009

Age 12 years

August 2008

Age 12 years

March 2001
Age 13 years

Member of
community

DATE OF
OCCURRENCE
/AGE OF VICTIM

March 2001
Age 13 years

Member of
community

PERPETRATOR

DATE OF
OCCURRENCE
/AGE OF VICTIM

PERPETRATOR

Ethiopia Rape,
abduction and
forced
marriage

Ethiopia Rape,
abduction
CASE &and
forced
COUNTRY
marriage

CASE &
COUNTRY

• May 2009 case first reported
• July 2009 police investigation reopened due to
intervention of our partners as police

• May 2009 case first reported
• July 2009 police investigation reopened due to
intervention of our partners as police

• Case reported/filed August 2008
• Suspects arrested August 2008
• Suspects released on bail September 2008
• Suspects re-arrested February 2010
• April 2010 accused pled guilty and sentenced to 10
years each

years each

• June 2008 High Court judgment finding government
accountable
• Case reported/filed August 2008
•• August
2009
judgment
becomes
Suspects
arrested
August
2008 final after Zambia
government
dropped.
• Suspects appeal
released
on bail September 2008
•2011
compensation
received
by victim
• Suspects
re-arrested
February
2010 although
perpetrator
remains
at large
• April 2010
accused
pled guilty and sentenced to 10

• December 2004 Oromia Supreme Court rejected appeal
• July 2005 further Supreme Court appeal dismissed
MarchAfrican
2006 case
reportedcomplaint
to police filed
•• 2007
Commission
April 2006
teacher
arrested
and subsequently released on
•• 2008
friendly
settlement
negotiations
•bailApril 2010 negotiations fail and EN asks commission to
• April 2006
suit filed against teacher, school and
declare
case civil
admissible.
Ministry of Education
• June 2008 High Court judgment finding government
•accountable
March 2006 case reported to police
2009
judgment
becomes
final after Zambia
•• August
April 2006
teacher
arrested
and subsequently
released on
government appeal dropped.
bail
received
by victim
although
••2011
April compensation
2006 civil suit filed
against
teacher,
school and
perpetrator
remains at large
Ministry
of Education

• March 2001 arrest
• May 2001 release on bail
• July 2003 sentenced to ten years
CASE by
TIMELINE
• December 2003 released
appellate court
• December 2004 Oromia Supreme Court rejected appeal
• July 2005 further Supreme Court appeal dismissed
2007 African
Commission complaint filed
•• March
2001 arrest
20082001
friendly
settlement
•• May
release
on bailnegotiations
April 2003
2010 sentenced
negotiations
EN asks commission to
•• July
to fail
tenand
years
case admissible.
•declare
December
2003 released by appellate court

CASE TIMELINE

War Against Rape
(WAR)

War Against Rape
(WAR)

TasaruNtomonok
Initiative (TNI)

Initiative (TNI)

Sarah Longwe
(women’s rights
activist)
TasaruNtomonok

(K.B.F & Partners)
law firm

Sarah Longwe
(women’s rights
activist)Bwalya
Kelvin

Kelvin Bwalya
(K.B.F & Partners)
law firm

Ethiopian Women
Lawyers
Association
(EWLA)

Ethiopian Women
Lawyers
Association
NAME OF
(EWLA)
PARTNER

NAME OF
PARTNER

Set a legal precedent on
incest, legal and
procedural reform to

Set a legal precedent on
incest, legal and
procedural reform to

Proper implementation of
existing FGM law and
swift prosecution of
perpetrators

Proper implementation of
existing FGM law and
swift prosecution of
perpetrators

Establishment of
institutional mechanisms
in the educational and
legal systems to better
address and prevent
cases of sexual violence

rape and institutional
measures to ensure that
cases of abduction, rape
and forced marriage are
Establishment
of
properly
prosecuted
and
institutional mechanisms
perpetrators
punished
in the educational and
legal systems to better
address and prevent
cases of sexual violence

Legal change to remove
marriage exemption to
rape and institutional
SIGNIFICANCE
OF CASE
measures
to ensure
that
TO LEGAL
CHANGE
cases of abduction, rape
and forced marriage are
properly
prosecuted
and
Legal
change
to remove
perpetrators
punished
marriage
exemption
to

SIGNIFICANCE OF CASE
TO LEGAL CHANGE

• Strong judgment issued
• Empowerment of survivor through counseling and
access to education

• Strong judgment issued
• Empowerment of survivor through counseling and
access to education

• Ten year sentence awarded
• Building police capacity to implement the law
• Sustaining the victum’s family

• Building police capacity to implement the law
• Sustaining the victum’s family

responsibility to protect girls in schools.
• Formation of coalition of Zambian NGOs working to
address sexual violence against girls.
• Awareness raising through radio shows, journalist
trainings etc
•• Safe
spaces
for girlsawarded
piloted in 6 schools.
Ten year
sentence

Ethiopian rape law
• First case on GBV before the African Commission
• Empowerment of survivor
• Awareness raising through Nick Kristof’s book ‘Half
the Sky’ and in several documentaries on child
• Landmark judgment setting a precedent on state
marriage.
responsibility to protect girls in schools.
• Formation of coalition of Zambian NGOs working to
address sexual violence against girls.
• Awareness raising through radio shows, journalist
trainings etc
Safe spaces
for girls setting
piloted ainprecedent
6 schools.on state
•• Landmark
judgment

• Removal of marriage exemption in
Ethiopian rape law
• First case on GBV before the African Commission
ACHIEVEMENTS
TO DATE
• Empowerment
of survivor
• Awareness raising through Nick Kristof’s book ‘Half
the Sky’ and in several documentaries on child
•marriage.
Removal of marriage exemption in

ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

Annex: Table Annex:
Summarizing
Table Summarizing
Cases
Cases

V. CONCLUSION
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Sex tour operator
and sex tourists

Father

Brazil–Sex
Tourism

Kenya– Gang
Rape and
incest

Father
or brother
Police officers

Police officers

Pakistan –
Gang Rape by
Police

Five strangers

Father or brother

Uganda
Pakistan––
Rape
Gang of
Rape by
Disabled
Police Girl

Uganda Gang
–
Kenya–
of
Rape and
Disabled
incest Girl

Father and
Sex tour operator
husband
and sex tourists

Yemen–Child
Brazil–Sex
Marriage
Tourism

Five strangers

Father and
husband

Yemen–Child
Marriage

Age 16 years

December 2010

Age 16
13 years
years
Age

July- August
December
2010
2007

Age 13
years
16/17
years

JulyAugust
April 2009,
2007
September 2010

Age 16/17 years

Ages from 12-17
years
April 2009,
September 2010

2005-2007

Ages from 12-17
years

2009
2005-2007
Age 11 years

2009
Age 11 years

Girls in contact with lawyer in 2007
July 2007 Brazil criminal investigation initiated
June 2011 civil suit filed
August 2011 civil suit stayed
Still pressuring police to investigate

• December 2010 Initial kidnapping FIR
• September 2011 Saba reports rape
• December 2012 High Court takes suomoto notice of the
case

•• 24
August 2011
December
2010 case
Initial reopened
kidnapping FIR
• September 2011 Saba reports rape
• December 2012 High Court takes suomoto notice of the
case

24 August
2011police
case to
reopened
• Still
pressuring
investigate

•
•
•
•
•

Yemeni Women
King
Spalding
Union&(YWU)
(law firm)

• February 2011 divorce case filed
Girls in 2011
contact
lawyer in 2007
•• March
firstwith
hearing
July 2007
criminal
investigation
•• April
2011 Brazil
decision
that divorce
will beinitiated
allowed only once
• June
suit filed
girl
pays 2011
dowercivil
back
• August 2011 civil suit stayed

Blue Veins

LegalVeins
Action for
Blue
Persons with
Disabilities (LAPD)

Federation of
Legal
Action
for
Women
Lawyers,
Persons
Kenya with
Disabilities
(LAPD)
(FIDA-Kenya)

Federation
of
ECPAT (Ending
Women
Lawyers,
Child Prostitution
Kenya
and Trafficking)
(FIDA-Kenya)

King & Spalding
(law firm)

ECPAT (Ending
Child Prostitution
and Trafficking)

address obstacles
to
Establish
right of child
justice to
forobtain
victimsdivorce
of
brides
sexual violence
and
without
paying back
inclusion
of advocate
a provision
dower
and
for
onlaw
incest
in thechild
Pakistan
a
banning
rape
laws
marriage in Yemen.

Nasreen Welfare
Trust Legal Aid
Yemeni Women
Services
Union (YWU)

was dropping the case and prosecutor suspended
• December 2009 new prosecutor filed case
• February 2011 divorce case filed
• May 2010 case went to trial
• March 2011 first hearing
• January 2011 first hearing
• April 2011 decision that divorce will be allowed only once
• 22 July 2011 judgment of death penalty issued
girl pays dower back
• August 2011 perpetrator filed appeal

Establish precedent on
ending police impunity
for violence against
women and girls.

Establish precedent
precedent on
on
Establish
government
ending
police impunity
responsibility
to
for
violence against
prosecute
cases
women
and
girls.of
sexual violence against

Establish precedent on
government
police responsibility to
responsibility
to
properly investigate
prosecute
casesviolence.
of
cases of sexual
sexual violence against

Victims Protection Act
Establish
precedent
(TVPA) which
allows on
police
victimsresponsibility
of U.S. sex to
properly
investigate
tourists to
bring civil
cases of
sexual violence.
against
perpetrators.

Establish right of child
brides to obtain divorce
Establish
precedent
without paying
back
under
dower the
andTrafficking
advocate for
Victims
Protection
a law banning
childAct
(TVPA)
which
allows
marriage
in Yemen.
victims of U.S. sex
tourists to bring civil
cases
against
Establish
precedent
perpetrators.
under the Trafficking

address obstacles to
justice for victims of
sexual violence and
inclusion of a provision
on incest in the Pakistan
rape laws

Nasreen Welfare
Trust Legal Aid
Services

was dropping the case and prosecutor suspended
• December 2009 new prosecutor filed case
• May 2010 case went to trial
• January 2011 first hearing
• 22 July 2011 judgment of death penalty issued
• August 2011 perpetrator filed appeal

• Arrests in rape and murder cases
• Empowerment and support of survivor including
through medical treatment.

through medical treatment.

•• Arrests
Case re-opened
and
suspects
apprehended after
in rape and
murder
cases
sustained
advocacy
authorities
• Empowerment
andwith
support
of survivor including

Case re-openedand
andsupport
suspects
apprehended
after
• Empowerment
of survivor
including
sustained
advocacy
with
authorities
medical
treatment
and
schooling

• First civil suit filed on behalf of victims of sex
tourism
• Brazil government pledged to conduct an enquiry
and take action
• Empowerment and support of survivor including
medical treatment and schooling

• Empowerment of survivor through safe housing and
access
education
• Firsttocivil
suit filed on behalf of victims of sex
•tourism
Yemen government questioned on steps being
taken
to
prevent
child pledged
marriagetobyconduct
the UN an
Commission
• Brazil government
enquiry
on the
Status
of Women
and
take
action

• First workshop on incest in Pakistan that resulted in
recommendations on procedural reform presented to
• Empowerment
of survivor through safe housing and
the
High Court
to education
•access
Awareness
raising through media around case,
• Yemen
government
questioned
on violence
steps being
opinion
editorials
on issues
of sexual
etc
taken
toreport
prevent
by the UN Commission
• First
onchild
legalmarriage
system addressing
incest
on the Status of Women

• First workshop on incest in Pakistan that resulted in
recommendations on procedural reform presented to
the High Court
• Awareness raising through media around case,
opinion editorials on issues of sexual violence etc
• First report on legal system addressing incest
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